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evidence linking pornography with
more serious crimes becarI1eknown.
i'Before, because it was a misde-
meanor, we didn't have time to go
"That'swhyyourmommy after it," said SkaJg. "But it's our
and Imade yo~ make Daddy belief, and law enforcement's, that
feelgoed," - excerpt from the film, this crime leads to more serious
The TaminJt ofRebecca, as de- . crimes, so we're pursuing it"
scribed in "TheAttomey General's. The distinction between pornog- .
Commission on Pornography - Fi- raphy and obscenity is significant in
nal ~epoIt." July 1986. legal terms, since only obscenity is
"Listen, I'm no social scientist illegal. TheSupremeCourtdefmed
and I haven'tdone a survey ... B,!t.! obscenity most clearly in the 1973
have lived,in prison for' a long time case, Miller, vs. California. Three
now and I've meta lotof rnenwho criteria must be present to find rna-
were motivated tocommit violence teriallegally obscene: It must ap-
justlikeme. And withoutexception•. peal to a prurient (sick, morbid or
every one of them was deeply in- shameful) interest in sex. Itrnustbe
volved in pornography-without patently offensive <Sobeyond con-
question,withoutexception,deeply temporary community standards in 'i~
influenced and consumed by an ad- ColIIinuedonpage 20 .':
dic~onlOW@Qgraphy. 11lere~sno, . ,',.' .... .... i '. . ,.'. . ,. . ,... ..&
questiona~ut. it'~~.-~orivicte4 ....•.,",,>' .•....•..... ' '. ".;. : . . '" -, .. - . -. . ""." .' , .' . .....•.. ' ' '. :, ' '. f,
ae:~~~r~i~~~~~:~~fi3~~cEJ~a~~~;~~~~;~~~~~,~~~~~i~citti1~~~t,~,';;'i;Ict
. PrOsecuto.rs,lawe~forcemeilt~f- by RaU'n~y,S~pp ,,' Drive. WilJlesseSyelled,','c3Il the,'. ~t~~!Or,'ISllJbo: d.the~,:tisit~ is<flaSbjri.lH)JueJighlro:aIen ~',:;fleers, attorneys and'counselorS in' The mvers,.:! News policel" But there were no phones proposmg ane a tate n~or& of. .etsbYand;respondingpoJice. When
Boise can't prove the~onnection, to befound, Someone fmalJy ran emer~e:nCy~d stations on campus.>. completed,thenetworlcwo~dpro.:
but they know that rape, abuse and The lack of outside pay inside the Liberal Arts Building An 3Jd· station would include a vide 26 teJephonesin strategic 10-
molestation are on the rise; and it phones and proper lighting on the and made the call, telephone mounted on a pole with a 'continued on page 20
.looks like the toxic substance that BSUcampus have some students Butbuildings close after a
may be feeding this behavior is worried lind angry at University certain hour, leaving smdents to
readily available to anyone who officials for their lack of planning. fend. for themselves. "At night,
wants it. "Lighting and telephones are both withthebuildingslockedup, there's
If the titles Hot-Blooded Women issues that the ASBSUplans to at- nothing a student could do if he
and Divine Atrocities Vol. 8don't tack this year," said President Eric needed help," said a BSU Security
ring abell, ask AdaCounty Deputy Love. officer.
Prosecuting Attorney Bruce Skaug There are only eight out-
what they're all about. "Justabout side pay phones on this campus
everything that's listed in the stat- with 13,OOOstudents. There are
'utes,~is what he'll reply. only three in the main part of the
The Ada.County Prosecutor's .campus; ... nese are outside. the
office recently began serious work .Education Building, the' Special·
on'. obscenitr. prosecutio~s .wh~n Events Center; and in front of the
c3mpusSecurity Center.
Three weeks ago BSU
student SlJadraHairis was hit by a
car on the~rlY lit IJniversity
Campuses. face .
'tol,lgh>crline problems t
.;;.pjg"1+., .
Sean McDevitt-
You decide •••
. -pIIge.15- .
1Il"l":~"'-"""'"
Porh definitions create enforcement nightmare
by Jody Howard
Th~ University News
Part one of a two part series
Dark street blamed tor injury
by Randy Snapp
The University News
WhenBSU studentShadra
"The University is deft- Harris walked out of class Tuesday
nitely concerned about safety is- eveninga fewweeks ago, she had no
sues," says Assistant Vice Presi- i!Jeaofwhat was toCOOle.Moments
dent and Administrative Services later, as she walked across Univer"
Director Gail Maloney. Maloney sityDrive, sheheardscreeching tires
has spearneaOeda task lorce, com- and the next moment found herself
menced last spring, whose function tumbling over the hood of a car. As
is to address safety and security she landed on the pavement she
needs of the campus community. . struck her head. Police and para-
GeneMcGinnis,PhysicaJ medics responded and she found
ConJinuedonpage20 herself in St. Luke's Regional
shid~~tywCAwillbc,m~-
iriginrOoni210oftheVocational'
Tecl)rilcal;BuUdirig"Se .mber
26thfroml1:30~12:3ir .
B8.ti~1.N9j~TION.
FAIR...;l:0 ...8...E. HELD.....' ~EPf~ 2,6 .' . bv J<evj." .n.trio ·cIt·· .... the law," said Stiusworth. And in
Vlanftci ,join a'BSlJStudent.Th~ U";~fyN~ accordance with visibility being a
'.~~iiati~~~~iJi,.40n'tkriow . .. key deterrent to crime, campus se·
wh~ t6findthcm? .Letthem· .; .BSU's overall crime rate curity bas hired another officer of.
.~m~~:yri.u~urlngtheStUden~" < ,is}~wnfoTl~89,acCordinglOAda the .Jaw. to patrol' the 'BSU ·area. Auto Theft
'.Org8rijiation Fair from 10:39' .~ounty SbCriff's Deputy Sergeant Hopefully. this will'help rompen- Theft
am.-'i,p.rrl. S~temb6r26 on _. Dave Stittsw~. ,. sate .for the increase inpopU1ati~n Bu~glary' • •
the~d. located between the . - ". Stittswol1;his.lh~~upervi- andsub~ueritlyhelpkeepthecrime. t' r
AdminiStiadon'and:BttsioeSsSo( oftbeAd,aC,oUntySheriffs nne doWn; .... . :: : ()m.c~r Ass~ult IJ.
buildmg('i1or:~inore ,informa- .BStJcmnpus~!1ritYde#e9L '. . . '1be st8tisticalrepo~ indi;N6'rl-Aggravated Assa~lt : • .• '
'tio~,~I, shidep~;actiVities ai',~·:·>",.'!\Ve",()u!dlike~~I~~ve catesthC number of ,apes rePorted " . Aggr~~~tsd Assa~lt I I .'
38S~i242~;>:~('.·<'·.1.· " .itwiUreri1aiii~>.way,"',wamC<l, 'has remained the Same. However... 1'1'."S~~i!:&ti~~MCdi~'.'~ti~9rth;'~B~tif w~;n~glei:nt, ateord1rigtq~~ttsworth;"We(BSU) . .' '. Robbery ·ft··
: :tiOr{$oCi~Y)Yi~il'C.;1lCld.~r, ,'~imaY'O!'c~'}I~~~,~l ili,e. kn~s()lllera~g0UJlfe~;b~t··. '. Rape '••.
FI:l~Y,!~t~~i:~!'~~:1~;'iJIn:~!:;'rise(,',, . ,.},'<, i::'~"'>; we can't.specu1atebowmanY.~,· . Murder.. '1 1
.rf)Qilbf1OcJf~.I;J"""""orincon.>,.'(~';.i""':~.'AkcY"faClormkeepmg' If a person wanted to re. .+-:0-- ......- ......--1-=. L,. -1---1
;.ferenceroom:&ii~36lS483;;· .;" ..; ....'.'.,;.,,;~"do"'; ''visj' •.. ib··ill·. 't}" ..f· ··;,-·Co·;;..···.:.~.',,'~" ... :.' 20'. . '.. . . , ... ' " .' 'cnme I........wn IS .....0 ._onpage
I3SUcrime rate implodes
I=:ml;) Exposure .
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The Boise Neighborhood AIDS
QuiltGroup isaccepting quilt blocks
from all neighborhoods, groups, or-
ganizations and individuals which
. will symbolize neighborliness-
love, caring, encouragement and
.hope-i-for those with AIDS, their
family and friends who care for
them. For information on criteria
for blocks, contact addresses that
follow.
BSUoffers 'thetaphysicalworkShOp
The University News •
Brown Baggers eat it up with Centennial author
Etched <> .In <> Stone. . \
John Kirk, author of the book
Idaho 100. will speak at the Brown
Bag Program Tuesday noon, Octo-
ber 2, at the Historical Museum,
610 N. Julia Davis Drive. He will
share some of his experiences in
finding and interviewing the sub-
jectsofhis book - individuals who
have lived in Idaho for at least 100
years. The book was written and
published as an Idaho Centennial
project.
Sponsored by the Friends of the
Idaho Historical Museum, Brown
Bag Programs arc free and open to
thepublic. Coffee and tea arc avail-
able, and individuals are encour-
aged to bring their own lunches.
Programs are scheduled the first
Tuesday, 12noon to 1p.m., of each
month. Coming attractions are:
November 6 - Mario P. Delisio,
"Bruneau Dunes - Idaho's Sa-
hara"; December 4 - Anna Marie
Davis, "Churches of Boise in the .
Past 100 Years"; January 8 • Dr.
David Crowder, "Emma Edwards
Green and the Idaho State Seal";
February 5 • Judy Senk, Historic
Doll Exhibit and Fashion Show;
March 5 -Jo-Ann Russell, "Levis
Alley"; April 2 - Tom Trusky,
"Movie-Making in Idaho"; May 7
- Wilma S.latham,"Silver City".
Call the Idaho Historical Mu-
seum, 334-2120.
Explore a new quality of work- and' justice work," Marks said. BSU's Hemingway Western Stud-
ing for peace and justice and ex- "How we can deal wilh burn-out les Center from 6:30 - 9:30,p.m.
amirie new possibilities of being and' become effective catalysts for Thursday, September 27; 8 am, -5
/ spiritual at ''Peacemaking, Spiritu- transformation. How can we ex- p.m. Friday, September 28; and 9 .. In 1982 the U.~, Department of trade.
! ality and lime," a three-day work- pressourconcems for the world in am, - 1p.m, Saturday, Septeffiber - L:ommerceestabhsh~theU.S.and Internships are open tocurrently
shop offered September 27-29 by a centered, creative and empower- 29. . Foreign Commercial Service (US. enrolled students who are taking at
theOffice of Continuing Edueation . ing ways." 'There will be a $10 fee for all & FCS).The purpose of this new . least one-half of a full-time aca-
81Boise State University. .Marks, a professor at the Uni- participants. Current full-time stu- depar~ent i~' to di~lly,lisSist demic. workload; arid who will be
According to Stephan Marks, versityofMontana, holdsamaster's dents at BSU may receive credit for ~encan Busm~~ Withuuerna- ~Iu~mg to 50mplete their educa-
who will conduct the workshop, degree in political science and a thecourse fornoadditional cost and tional trade acuviues and to en- uon immediately following the
participants weave. concepts such doctorate in social science. A lee- the 'fee is $65 for others seeking courage, service and support U.S. completion of their internship. All
as peace and justice work, non- turer and author of four books and credit. . . exports. . . US & FCS Work-Study. Program
violent sOcial aCtioo, Zen.lhe martial several essays on peacemaking and For more information, contact From September 1 through No- internships are at Foreign Service
arts and co-dependency into the spirituality, Marks has worked for' Nancy Ness at the BSU Office of vember 1 of 1990, the US & FCS posts abroad.
fabric of the workshop. "We will peace and justice for 20 years. Continuing Education at 385-1689. will be accepting applications for For more information and/or an
also learn practical tools for peace The workshop will be held in their summer, 1991, Work-Study application please contact the Ca-
Intern Program. The objective of reerPlanningandJ>lacementOffice
thcprog~istoencouragestudents in room 123 of the Administration
to consider careers in international Building.
growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning:
. The CREF Stock Account
The CREF MoneY Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account·
The CREF Social Choice Account"
. HERE'SWHY
THE.SMARTMONEYAT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TJAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
Work-St{Jdylntern Program·
ottem internships abroaC!
AIDS quilt b/~~ needed
Deadline for the blocks will be
October 27, 1990 and they may be
mailed to either one of the follow-
ing addresses: .
Boise Ne.ighborhoocjlAIDSQuilt
10487 Overland, BdX#265
Boise, Idaho 83709'
Idaho AIDS Foundation
1915 State Street
Boise, Idaho 83701
COUPON,
Because itdoes. Smart investorsknow that your future depends on. how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the .
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000 .
people like you to enjoy a comfortable'
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF. .
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-esc the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
. kind of retirement you want. .And
diversity-to help protect you against.
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.
THAT'S EXACfLYWHATYOU GET
WITH·TIAA-<:REF.
TIAA offers you the safety ola .
. traditional annuity'that guara'Rtees
. your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional
CAll 1-800-842·2776
10 FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF. .
Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future isprotected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
. We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.1Ill
r-
I
I
I SEPTEMBER 28-29-30
I HOURS: FRIDAY 11·9 PM. SAT 11-7. SUNDAY 12·5 PMAT THE NEW BOISE CENTER8lh&FRONT
I
ADMISSION: $3.00 EACH
WITH AD OR CARD $2.50 EACH
. SENIOR CITIZENS & STUDENTS: $2.00
I.;
ALL ANTIQUES FOR SALE .
c...................... .." !Qlaa Rlpalt AI SlIowI.l-------......_._-- -- _ .._ ..__ ._-_._-- -------
• The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice AccounlS may nol be a~ilable u'ndtr ali inSlilutional retirement plans. but are
available for all Supplementa!!letiremenl Annuily plans.
For more complete information. including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733. eKt SS09for.a
.prospectus. Read the. prospectus carefully before you invest or send money •
. '
The UniversityNews
,,~'Ifsomeone comes up to me and
Sliys that they don't have a bigoted .
bone in their body, then I say they
don'thave any bones," says Bill
Wassmuth, Executive Director of
the No~w~tCoalition Against
Malicious ~ent, "everyone,
has somebigotry, including me."
.Wassmuth,speakingtotheaudi~
ence in the Hemingway Western
Studies Center Friday. afternoon,
encouraged each individuril to as-
sess the discrimination within, on a
personal level, as well as without;
on a regionillievet: The event was
co-sporisa'ed by ASBSU and U.ni~r-
silY..News. .
In an outpouring of agreement,
University News editor Larry
Purviance and ASBSU President
Eric Love both spoke of their com-
mitment to human rights activism
in the upcoming year. "We can 'tsit
idly by while people develop and
spread hatred," said Love, "students
can and do-make a difference."
Wassmuth applauded the role of
BSU students in establishing. an
official Martiit Luther King, Jr.
Holiday in Idaho.
The progress made for minority
groups over the years contrast with
serious cases of malicious harass-
ment that still continue, according
to Wassmuth. "SOIJ1eof these ac-
tivities are the responsibility of the
supremacist groups," he said', "but
not all of them. Don't use them as
a scapegoat" .
Wassmuth described the subtle,
"aceeptable"bigottyandrncism that
Law enforcement and watchdog groups will keep an
eye out for the white supremacists ...Ourjob is "focus on
the ordinary day-by-day racism and bigotry."
monitors the supremacist groups.
Wassmuth described. various
groups and their beliefsystems, from
Aryan Nations to Skinheads. The
most organized and destructive man
behind the scenes is Willis Carto,
"Granddaddy of the Christian Pa-
triots Movement," said Wassmuth.
Anti-Semitic andanti-govemment,
this group also specialized in big-
otty aimed at several races and reli-
gions and masquerades under dif-
ferentnames-GoldenMeanTeam,
POsse Comitatus, Alamo Founda-
tion,Populist Party and thefnstinne
of Historic Review.
"The Institute rewrites history to,
eliminate the Holocaust or to elimi-
nate German responsibility," says
Wassmuth. "They also try to estab-
·Iish the superiority of the white race
through scientific means, such as
Our job is to "focus on the ordinary
day-by-day racism and bigotry."
Much of this comes from ill-
informed backgrounds or the fear
and frustration of a shrinking white
population, said Wassmuth.He
listed three areas of action:
- Become involved in multi-
cultural activities. "If you only
interact with people who look, act
and think like yourselves, you don 't
grow. Celebrate.our diversity."
- Rootoutandchallenge bigoted
behavior at work, home, churches
and organizatiOns. "Set an attitude
and climate where those things can't
happen,": .
- Respond when an incident of
harassment takes place. "Victims
of harassment feel isolated and
pushed away by the community.
They need to know of our support"
Septernber24,l990 Page 3'
.BillWassmuth addresses students at human
rights speech. Photo by Brad,Hollenbaugh
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Wassmuth bass bigOtry
'. exists in our society, iit addition to .bminweight"
malicious harassment. ''We can't To assist in tracing these groups,
focus on one and absolve ourselves Wassmuth encouraged the audience
from the other." to let the coalition know when pam-
When Richard Butler's Aryan phletsand other materials start.
Nations disciples from Northern showing up. He also emphasized
Idaho blew up the backside of the crucial need to report cases of
Wassmuth·s Coeur d'Alene home malicious harassment
inthefallof1986. Wassmuth found Law enforcement and watchdog
himself a victim'. Now be heads the groups will keep an eye out for the
KW. toaliti6n.whi~h tracksand whitesupremaclSts,saidWassmuth.
,,' ,":..
Re.ading. rOQJJ.l ..
annOUhCEKffof' "
new library .
Boise State University 30-
-nounced plans last week to mise
$500,000 to furnish the new
A1bertsonsLibmry with books (or a
planned reading room: . ,. '. _
The new rooin will be named
theWarren McCain Reading Room
and Collection,in honorofMc~n's
role in securing the $6 millionfor
the remodeling project. McCain is
Albensons' chief executive officer.
.The proposed reading room will
feature topics .on Vfeste~ Life,
ranging from business, art,politics,
geography ,liternture,· history and .
other western topics. The$500,OOO
wil.1.8urchase.aPJnp~mat. ely 15,.000.
to 2 ,000 books. " .. . ."
Extensiv~ bibliogiaphic searc~es .
will becoliductedbefor~ making
decisions Oil. which ..books to~n",
clude inthe-colleclion~The. room
willaiSo incltide all thelnostup-to-
date. electronic systems for refer-
'encingandrefepal;I(will be a
largean~col1lfortable space f~r stu-
dentsandfacultyto.~dandstudy •...
"'. ._Jlarii~ipatiil~:in the a,nnounce-·
ment were GovemorCectlAndrus. .
.PreSident 'Joh,,:Keiser,.' Robert .
Kru~gerlll1d ~eithStein. KrUeger ~ -:- •.••••• :- • • • ~ • •
•and Stein were named as co-'spon- D n- 0·5 Pizza I!
;.rs~~~b~~:Ucome~,m~e : oml. ' II
procee.ds.bfaMay3.~4a~!i()nby' .' OMMAJE SPECIAL I~~~~~~~o~on1bi~·. RO .'. . .•.. . . .. ' !
auction is held bi-annuall~, with .• TWO' small ' .. ., .. ..22.... I!I
items donated by ;uea buSInesses • - '-' 6 . •
and individuals. Theproceedshave. .' • . + TAX •
previously~nusedtoniise-money' ., two·.t()pplng pizzas •
{or scholarshif.s. • • I.'
( Warren McCain said he was • II .
pleased and honored at the dedica- ., .• ' " ; . CALLUS!.
tion ()f ~e room in his name. ..: ' ". •
" . . ElPiIcs: 10/01/90 345-5551;..;,:.....:; ':~~.'~~1!~~~~:~v~,2i6; ~?~ay:
;{1-. ',:>,:i::,r.;', o. F,.< t:i~i:~\~;=:,~r~:·.'.~'.IIiI::;:.J
Photo by Charles Scheer
Warren McCain,nam.esakeof BSU'splanned re~din~room, stands after the announcement of the l1e~ addi-
tiontoth~sO<?nto pe.remodeled Albertsons Llbrary.
First Place $100 BSU Bookstore Gift Certificate
Plus T-Shirt imprinted with winning·
design
. i
Second Place $50 BSU Bookstore Gift Certificate
Third Place $25 BSUBookstore Gift Certificate
E~try Deadline Friday, October S, 1990
Forrnore infonnation call: Jbma Hartman 38S:3811
Pick UP.Contest Rules at:
lF1E'BOOKSTORE
•. BoiseState· University .1taN~,""""_' __ '.""·"" -'........,..,.~.......~:....,~,~......
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..0 Opinion
RSBSU
Spotlight
by-Ten Kennon
ASBSU Vice President
Special to The University News
I dobe-
lieve we can say
that this year
will by like no
other, as far as
student govern-
ment is con-
cerned. A bit of
stumbling has
occurred, but we can attribute that
to the anxiety we all feel at the
beginning of each year, and to the
lack of continuity we experience
during transition.
After our retreat, which
ASBSUattends annually,it is safe to
say that the majority is getting
"wired." We began with a positive
approach to the year by setting an
agenda for all to follow. We will all
agree that student interests are what
we are here for, and as a student I,
too, want my rights protected. The
top ten issues that ASBSU will ad-
dress are: .
1.Parking committee
2. Promote existing activities --
create tradition'
3. Aid administration in lobbying
Legislature for issues regarding
BSU (e. g: funding)
4. Produce a student handbook of
teacher evaluations
S. Lighting on University Drive
6. More signs for crosswalks
7. Keep committee positions filled
8. keep students interested
9. Student seating protection both
Pavilion/Stadium
10. Total accessibility for all
physically challenged students and
campus guests .
Ifyou have any questions
or concerns about specific issues,
or you wish to participate in the
creation of a memorable year. You
may contact your student represen-
tatives through the ASBSU booth
to be set up in the Student Union,
You may also call 385-1440 for
further information. We hope to
look back on a productive and en-
lightened year for all studentsl
The University News
1990·
-~PresidentWoodrow Wilson.
speech inNewYork, June II, 1915
"'Ifteffag is tfie emboaiment, not.of sen-
timent 6utof history. It represents tfie
experiences made by men ana women,
tfie esperiences of thosesoho tfo ana five
unt[er tliat ffag· "
s <> uo N,B 0
boise state university news
The University News
Govenor Dukakis for vetoing a
Massachusetts law that made man-
datory the pledge of allegiance in
public schools. In this atmosphere
of flag consciousness, the Supreme
Court agreed to hear the Texas case.
It is true that flag etiquette
was an issue in the recent past In
the '60s and '70s the flag had been
burned in
antiwar
rallies, and
you n g
people
sewed the
flag on the
butts of
their jeans.
Nt
only just
recently,
then, have the
courts con-
sidered flag
decorum. Overa decadeagoChief
Justice William· Rehnquist wrote
that "it is the character not the cloth
of the flag that the states seek to
protect" In the Texas case, how-
ever, there seemed a sense of fmal-
ity when the Supreme Court, at the
end of June 1989, upheld Gregory
. Lee Johnson's right to bum the flag
as a form of protest Justice Wil-
liam Brennan wrote: "We do not
consecrate the flag by punishing its
desecration."
September 24, 1990 Page 5·
View <> Point
by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News
My attorney has often re-
mindedmethat"lawyersaretrained
to practice the law, not to think".
That observation manifested itself
as pa-
tently
trueinthe
U.S. Su-
preme
Co u rt
case of
Texas v.
Johnson
whereby
" f 1 a g
burning
is expres-
sive conduct
protected un-
der the first amendment".
It seems clear thllt the majority of
the Court did not understand that
they made a categorical mistake by
theirnding. ThefoUowingscenario
.isan exampIeof aeategorical mistake.
Let's suppose that you are giving a
prospective BSU student a tour of
the university. Youpointout,among
other things, the Administration
building, the Library, the Pavilion,
some dormitories, the main quad,
and some members of the faculty
and members of the student body.
This Week
Flag Burning
Continued on page 6
by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of English
The University fifews
As near as I can make
out, it's plain to see how we got
into this mess over flagburning,
First, here are some facts.
At the 1984 Republican
National Convention in Dallas,
where Ronald Reagan was again
chosen for that party's nominee
for President, one Gregory Lee
Johnson, a member of the Revo-
lutionary Communist Youth Bri~
gade, took part in a protest rally
in front of City Hall. At that rally
aU.S. flag was burned, and Mr.
Johnson was charged for his part
in the burning. He was subse-
quently convicted under a Texas
statute that classified the flag as
"a venerated object that permits
criminal prosecution of those who
desecrate it." Johnson was sen-
tenced to one year in jail and
fined $2,000.
Then the Texas Crimi-
nal Appeals Court, on constitu-
tional grounds, reversed the de-
cision, whereupon the DA for
Dallas County petitioned to the
Supreme Court. In the meantime
the U.S. flag loomed up large in
the national consciousness, for
George Bush was visiting flag-
making factories and attacking
You ask, upon the conclusion of the
tour, if there are any questions. In
response your subject asks, "But
where is the University?" as if a
university was the same type of
"thing" as anyone of the compo-
nents that constitute it. The point is
that we cannot require of a univer-
sity what we can so require of its
components because they are dif-
ferent types of "things".
With an understanding of
this conceptual error we need to put
the issue at hand in perspective.
Specifically the first amendment
states that "Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free ex-
ercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of griev-
ances".
Technically a nag is sim-
ply a piece of cloth. However, that
piece of cloth is a tangible symbol
of a concept which in the case of the
United Srates of America is the
concept of freedom of expression.
Now a piece of cloth is a different
type (i,e., category) of thing than a
concept As such, the requirements
of each are different Ifall that was
at stake in burning our flag was the
destruction of a piece of cloth, then
such an act would legitimately be
protected under the first amend-
ment, But that is not all that is at
stake. An act of burning the
United States flag is a deliberate
blow to the concept for which the
cloth functions as a symbol. To
suggest that one's freedom is
preserved or enhanced by at-
tacking the concept of freedom
is pure and simply contradictory
because such acts undermine the
concept that gives rise to free-
dom of expression in the first
place. Making an act that strikes
a blow to the concept of freedom
an act that is free under that very
concept is to commit a category
mistake. A free act the intent of
which is to destroy (the concept
of) freedom is the manifestation
of conceptual coQ!Wii~n.
Now because the ma-
jority of the High Court blun-
dered with respect to this issue, it
went from bad to worse. The
President and certain members
of Congress jumped on a band-
wagon to promote a constitu-
tional amendment prohibiting
flag burning. Thatmovernentwas
properly rejected by a majority
of Congress. WbatreaUydisturbs
me about this element of the is-
sue is that proponents of the
amendment did not understand
the nature of the error of the High
Court.
Continued on page 6
The University
News t!+
wants to hear from
you!
Express your
opinion
the fact that we have to pay a fee
on top of that to see anything, oh
but we do get a whole dollar
discount, oh boy!).
. Well, all for now, but I
will be back because I've been a
student here for the last four or
five years now and I'm a little
tired of paying for things be-
cause it makes the university look
good to the community. Hey,
don't get me wrong, I've been
defending this university since
day one but let's not confuse the
issue, THIS .UNIVERSITY IS
NOT STUDENT- ORIENTED
AND IT SHOULD BE!!!I
it..
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, ID,83725, or hand de-
liver it to our office at
1603 1{2University Drive.
there is a so-called parking lot set
up next to the office. This parking
Kathleen Cressler lot has pot holes in it so large, I
Special to The University News sometimes think I should own a
four-wheel
drive pickup
Let's talk, to get the full
you and I, effect, you
about what it know what
is like tobea I'm saying?
student at Not to men-
Boise State tion the lovely
University. dust that is
Okay, we emitted from
can go over the stuff everyone this parking
knows about: studying, classes, 'lot (Don't forget folks, we pay $15
buying books at ridiculous prices, a piece to park there in the dirt, ever
writing notes & papers, reading wonder where that money goes??)
and soon. But let's talk about the OK, so let's fagetabout
not so obvious stuff. Like park- the parking and go on to better
ing.Okay so you've Jteard this- things. Let's talk about the game on
one before but let's still talk Saturday the 8th .
about it ~ause after all folks, The constru.ctio~ was s.till
as Ben keeps telling me, silence going strong on Umverslty Drive
does support the status quo). I and there was a tremendous amount
work at University News and of unpaved road. The dust was bad,
but three or four hours before the
game, the road was watered thor-
oughly so the community wouldn't
get dust in their nice ears or up their
noses. But
guess what,
folks, Monday
comes and the
students come
back and.
what?where's
our watered
road? Guess
we're not that
important, I
mean after all without us there
wouldn't be any nice little football
games to go to on Saturday nights.
But hey, folks, we kriow that there
will come a day when the students
of this university will getup and say
hey, we're tired of being taken ad-
vantage of, we're tired of paying
fees like the $50 per person for the
pavilion SO the community can see
basketball games (not to mention
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
.;. ...
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Letters to the Editor-
,~
.~:.l
%is wee/( 'Dr. 9-fefen£oje/(
doesn't make me anxious to get
back to grading student exams.
By the way, there is no
truth to the rumor that columnists
Sch~ngerandWillishavebeen
advised by their departments to
sign up Cor Hot Prof Suzanne
McCorkle's Reasoned Discourse
class.
Sincerely,
Alan Brinton
Department of Philosophy
To the Editor:
After reading the Sep-
tember 11th issue of the Univer-
sity News, I knew I had to re-
spond to the opinion section titled
"Keiser 1, Zinser 0."
I always thought that
higher education would be the
ultimate goal in a person's liCe. I
also thought that a person should
feel a sense of pride in one's
state. However, this opinion ar-
ticle has totally blown my beliefs
out of the water. You, Mr. Edi-
tor, have cheapened education at
both the U of I and BSU as well
as helping the rift between north-
ern Idaho and southern Idaho
grow even larger.
I do understand that
each president wants what is best
for hislher prospective univer-
sity, but this name calling and
"cat fighting" is absolutely ri-
diculous. It's like two children
fighting over a toy, and forour
school paper to promote and
support such behavior is dis-
gusting.
So, Mr. Editor, don't
you dare speak for the "entire
campus" unless you have proof
of how we all feel!!! I, Cor one,
support higher education no mat-
ter what or where the institu-
tion!!!
Editor:
In the September II
1990 issueofyouropinion paper:
you earned an article about how
l<? prevent sexually transmitted
diseases. The author starts his
second paragraph with, "Where
do I begin?" Somehow, I feel the
same way.
He speaks of a 19-year-
old with a condom in her purse
that her boyfriend would not use.
Am I supposed to feel sorry for
this slut? She is obviously of
. loose moral quality: why else
would-she be packing a prophy-
lactic? How about the Zl-year-
old with gonorrhea, chlamydia
and herpes from one incident of
"casual sex" (whileshewasdnmk,
no less). What is "casual sex?" Is
that not a wee bit oxymoronic?
To prevent these dis-
eases, the author suggests mutual
masterbation, Yuck! The mental
pictures conjured by this are not
pleasant
Only once did the au-
thor mention abstinence was the
only 100% effective way to pre-
vent STD's, but he then dis-
counted hisstatementin the atJXl,
sentence by saying,"If abstinence
is not possible {oryou ...." How
absurd. Iknow o{ no one with
any strange physiological aber-
ration which causes them to have
physical need for sex. I do,
however, know of many people
(both sexes) who cannot keep
their hormones under control,
their pants zipped, or their hands
tothemselves. Those whochoose
to participate in illicit sex shoul~
accept the consequenc~ o{the!r
actions and stop blaming thetr
accomplices for the diseases that
they contract
Dan Stieneke
In addition to her
teaching duties, Lojek works
with drama groups from the the-
atre arts department, and ~ar-
ticipates with student orgamza-
tions within the English depart-
ment Two such
groups are the
English Majors
Association and
Sigma Tau Delta,
the latter being an
International
English Honors
Society. "Stu-
dents majoring in
English are the
ones who really
make Boise
State's depart-
ment strong, and
they don't get the
credit they deserve."
Lojekannounced. BoiseState's
chapter of Sigma Tau Deltajus-
tified her statement by winning
an outstanding chapter award
last year.
Still, students need a
host of professors with Lojek's
dedicauon before they can excel
as an English major.
"BSU students who have gone on to
graduate school at other institutions
or studied abroad, said one of the
things they valued most in their
education at Boise State was the
contact with its faculty." Lojek's
by Greg Knight
The University News
As the number of un-
dergraduate and graduate stu-
dents rapidly increases in Boise
State's English department,
students and professors alike
have been forced to deal with
over crowded classrooms. But
on the positive side, a growing
department opens many umque
doors for all the parties involved.
For students, a larger
English department means a
greaterassortmentofcIassesand
subjects offered each semester,
while teachers benefit as well.
"I enjoy teaching a variety of
classes," said English professor
Helen Lojek when asked toname
her favorite class, "whether it is
drama, surveyor a composition
class." Her thorough knowl-
edge of each subject and the
enthusiasm with which she con-
ducts every class has helped her
~etelected "Teacberofthe Year"
m the past.
. The suength of every
department lies with its students,
and Lojek is quick to point out
lhe importance of both lhe un-
dergraduate and graduate stu-
dents in theEnglishdepartmenL
Iwmwn:MNgtMWHll@wmWliWM1WiMh\@@1
:.:<.:{
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In addition to her teaching
duties, Lojek works with
drama groups from the the-
atre arts department, and
participates with student
organizations within the En-
glish department.
open office door is proof of this.
Lojek also said she was
pleased with the relatively new
graduate program offered in the
department, and noted some rea-
sons for its success. "The program
offers a large number or opponuili·
ties for graduate assistants, and for
a new program is doing quite well."
This semester Lojek is teaching
Major Author-Faulkner, as one of
the many graduate courses offered
in English.
Kimberly L. Johnson
Editor: '\l .
Dr. Ichoedinger re-
marked (lnie'rlocution) that he
was "amazed" that Reagan could
"con the most informed public in
the world." Mostinformedpublic
in the world?
WE, the people who have access
to 24-hours of "news" and don't
know why weare in the mid-east,
WE, who are beingjerked around
by our nationalistic noses by TV
corporations whose defense in-
terests design the news. WE,
who openly accept Rather,
Brokaw, et al., as journalists, but
who are nothing more than syco-
phantic administrative lap dogs
rewarded for their faithfulness
with lucrative treats and then crap
allover our intelligence with To the Editor:
misinformation. This is in response toall
WE, who haven't picked of the people who have com-
up a book for so long that we plained about the work of The
don'teven know its function other University News staff. ld
than to remind us of our illit- If these peopl~ wou
eracy. take the time to pull thetr heads
WE, who can't name the out from between their legs, ~ey
Bill of Rights but know it ain't, might just discover a shocking
well, patriotic, to see "our" sym- truth. They would also see !hat
bol bum, though it is not heresy The University News staff I~ a
toseeitdisguisedasadashboard f d kin funlovlOg
shield--long may she fade. groupo bar -wor g,
S
people.
choedinger himself is Anexampleofthe~m-
a victim of this "con." He de- plaining was seen in the lasllssue
clares, "there was no war" under . (9-17-90) of Univers!ty NewUs.
reagan. Ridiculous! EightYears Larry Purviance (Editor of
of Reagan brought eight years of News) waslambIasted by A~BSU
warcalledlowintensityconflicts Senator Craig C~r ~uempung to
that camouflaged our participa- . place reporters mSlde a senate.
tion (Nicaragua, El Salvador, meeting to bring the fu!l story to
etc.). Schoedinger states that the public. Larry PurvI!IDce and
Reagan tricked "his own people" r() . uon were
but Nixon diditto "ouradversar- the reporte s m ques
ie.s", thoereb.y providing hl'm a· only doing their job. dsh So if this letter soun
. IStoncaldispensation.No! Both somewhat biased, it is. I have
mdividuals di4 IT to us and our worked Cor the U NewS for the
so-called adversaries. Read the last three weeks with the greateSt
alternative press in the Library. pleasure. I have seen LarrY and
Don't be "amazed", be informed.· the rest of the staffhard at work 10
bring out the news, so give them
thetireaktheydeserve. I,foro~e,
praise and applaud them for aJob
weUdone.
Doreen Lindley,
Schoedinzer con'tfrom pageS
Rather, they jumped on the issue of
patriotism. "Anyone who burns the
American Flag is not patriotic" they
shout ''That is un-American. Let's
pass an anti-American amendment"
I consider this to be a really cheap
shot by those supporting such an
amendment I take it to be a gross
cover-up for the general ineffec-
tiveness of Congress; to wit, it has
allowed this country-to spend be-
yond its means and adds insult to
injury by not being capable ofbal-
ancing the budget not tomention its
inability to promote the common
good by passing such meaningful
legislation as national health insur-
ance. Resorting to patriotism as the
basis of an amendment to the Con-
stitution in light of the abundant
shoncomings of Congress calls to
mind SamuelJohnson's observation
that "Patriotism is the last refuge of
a scoundrel". -
Personally, Ihave nothing
against burning our flag so long as
. the. person who bums the flag is
w~ngiL .
Interlocution IDr. Willis cont.frompage 5
Apparently, the Court's ness and the English crown; they
premise was that burning the flag foundadiversion in hunting witches,
was a protected form of symbolic at least until they had hanged a
speech. scoreofinnocentpersons. Currently
George Bush disagreed. in the United States our leaders Cace
"Flag burning is wrong - dead such whiteknuckled issues as the
wrong," he said. And the next step deficit, the Savings-and-Loan col-
was the Flag Protection Act, which lapse, a sinking doUar, the plight of
a nervous Congress put togetheras the homeless, a savaged environ-
a means of, (1) affirming their pa- ment and Japan.
triotism, and (2) heading off it per- Wouldn'tyouwantawitch
ceived dangerous run at a Consti- to hunt?
tudonal AmendmenL Both Flag J. -
Protection Act and Constitutional
AmendmenthavetothisdateCailed. '
(Sources: Newsweek, Time; New ., ..
York Times, Commentary, Nation. (. .
New Republic.) ..
Second, here's the moral. \
Ifa nation's leaders cannot muster .. .
the wisdom to solve the country's
serious- problems, they wiD create
an .absurd diversion around which
they can make empty sound and
,fury while. seemingly saviJ!g the
peoplefromdeviIs. Near the end of
the 17th Century the Puritan clergy
in Massachusetts felt helplessly
beset by problems with Indians, ill-
Sharon Boltz
DearEd4or;
Congratulations on an
issue oC the University News that
l-
\
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in Italy is "50no fortunata"
Anne Marie Deca With the help of people such as lived together, went to the same economics made learning a "hands-
Speci~ltoTheUniversityNews these, my learning and education classes, travelled together, and all on," productive process. As we
extended for beyond that, of the visited the many cathedrals, art gal- learned from them, they also asked
. classroom. Wh~e three hours a day leries and museums. In our close us many questions about our soci-
"As I sit down to write, the song- of studying and practicing Italian in group of 40 students, we were able ety.
"People are People" by Depeche a formalized manner was beneficial, to sit down with any other indi- The life I lead in London was
Mode enters my mind, and I think it was in day-to-day conversations . vidual and carry on a personable 180 degree turn from that of Siena.
back tot he lyrics: 'So we're differ· with the local Italians that I was conversation. We shared: Week- I was able to use this vibrant. excit-
ent colors and we're different, forced to Wi6 what I had learned end ski trip in the Alps, the chipped ingcityasmoreofatransitionback
breeds, and different people have within the wall s academia. Soon, I pieces and parts of the past away to the United States: Yet adjust-
. different needs .." I begin torealize found my conversations had moved from the Berlin Wallin the darkest ment was needed, not only in
every day now how different my from the basics- "I need some milk of night and the pouring rain, the comparing Italy to England, but in
own culture and waysof life are in and bread" and "How much is it?" nights on the Pont-Neuf in Paris the comparison of the United States
comparison to those of Western to being able to speak in Italian talking oflife and death,and sitting with its "mother" country. Aseach
Europe. Every race or society has about their artists and arts and what on the wall of the Bell Tower in San day progressed, though,luncovered
to survive; each just thinks of a they really thought about Americans Gimignano. To develop such more and more differences. I en-
different means for this survival. I and different cultures. From shop- meaningful friendships in such a joyed the contrast of living in an
.look to my European experience as ping at the San Lorenzo marleet in short time was Just one more posi- Italian apartment complex to living
? time for pe?"na1 growth,I~- Florence, to the tasting of Italian tive factor to add to the experience. with a warm, open family in Lon-
~g-academtcally and otherwise, wines each week at group get- The men and women acquired don. They welcomed me into their
~very and challenge; ~ges togethers, to gondola rides and the skill of cooking fabulous Italian society and they, as well as my
will ~ur and hopefully I will be· musicfestivals in Venice on school dinners by asking the locals for per- British professors, helped to accli-
receptive to them, weekend excursions, and hiking sonal recipes. Thus, dinner parties mate me to their homeland. Musi-
I n:membez the ~ixed !eelings I trips through the plush Italian trying new foods and new cooks cians played Eric Clapton and such
expenenced on thIS arnval-ex- countryside, I learned how much among the group became a ritual. in the tube stations {ourhomes away
citement, nervousness and antici- more there was to life than all the With the good faculty members from home}; I was able to mill
pation. But soon the negative Ieel- luxuries we Americans take for from the home universities, we had around bookstores withcentury-old
ings would tum. to positive as I granted. Telephones, hot showers, a link back to America and a lot of' books; I went to see as many plays!
moved from just being an "Ameri- washing machines and dryers were common ground. The Italian pro- musicalsashumanlypossible; I tried
can outsider" 10 a temporary memo basicAlly non-exsistent. And I fessors, on the other hand, did not the foods from different, exotic
ber of the Sienese community. learned that this "simpler" way of only teach us abouttheircultureand countries; I listened to people talk
Whether it was going to the same, life (according to American stan- ,society, but they were also able to about such thingS as ••~ beeom-
friendly neighborhood grocer-man dards) was also a better way of life combine this information and pro- ing the slaves to women m today's
every day,talking'with the mer- in more ways than nOL 'vide the link to the Italian soCiety society"ihSpeakers'Coner;Iwent
chant in my favorite store or help- Each pezson gOes abroadwilh irself. Walking throUgh B8C old rowing inHyde ~ .
ing to increase the profits of the differentambitionsandreasons,but cathedrals on group tours ,while , The people. m my area and I
nearest balceryand gelatto shops, I as a group, we experienced many of bearingalectureaboutarthistoryor began to meet at "our" local pubs
became an accepted member in an the same feeliDgs and culture shock. being assigned to Wk to a member W'NJ .......M/1'NJ .......M/1W'rJ.......M/1MJ .......M"lMJ ......M"lMJ ......M"l~
exclusive and seclusive Italian town. Having this in common, we also of the community about politics or
Two Locations To Serve You
2753 State - BOISE r: 5612 Fairview
342-5481 375-8610
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~GREAT PART-TIME INCOME!!~
~ And still have time to study! ~
$ $7-$9/hour $
$ (w/ininimum $6.2S/hour guarantee) $
$$ Local expansiC>~of national felema"rketing $$'
firm has created openings for representa-
$ tives. We are looking for candiddteswho $
. possessstrong communication skiHsand who $$ enjoy talking on the phone. Sales,PR or $
$$ marketing helPfUl,ttbUftlnC?b
tImahr:"ttdatOry.IINOt $
cold-calling. Weo er eXI es I s,exce en
'$' benefits, and a positive and professional place $
to work.$ $
$ AFTERNOON OR EVENING SHIFTS $AVAILABLE. "$'
~ Interested? Give usa call. $
$ . Call 327-1702 . '$
l$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$l
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DEBBIE MOONEY
...------------ ........
EVERY FRIDAY ••.
BRING IN SOMETHINGBillE
ORORANGE -- RECEIUE
ONE FREE WASHIII
rrs LOADS OF FUN!!!383-UASH4S 16 OVERLAND .
and, eating places for a game of
darts, a talk or to mingle with the
local Brits. Excursions took on a
different meaning as we were able
to find in English history our own
beginnings as an American nation.
So many different walks of life
crowded the streets of Leicester and
Trafalgar Squares, Kensington Pal-
ace and Gardens, and even neigh-
borhood paries. I rode with such
people as runners from the London
Marathon, actors and actresses, or
the homeless. Not only were there
Italian, French, German and His-
panic peoples, butpunkers, business
people and students like myself •
The cross-section was amazing a
perfect city for those who like
"people-watching."
My illumination began in Eu-
rope but will continue forever be-
cause humans are naturally curious,
questioning beings. The personal
growth that more fully developed
for me in Europe will continue to
branch into many different direc-
tions. As other people are "differ-
ent breeds" to me, so am Ia "differ-
ent breed" to them. What Iaccom-
plish inEurope.amongotherthings,
was an understanding of my "di[-
ferent needs" as an individual and
those of many races, societies and
communides. HBiven the opjJor1u-
oily, I would go back again tomar-.
rew to learn, to share, to enjoy ...
McRAE'S
IDEAL CLEANERS
MORE TOPPINGSTlIEN ANYONE IN TOWN
GRAND OPEN1NG-B.S.U. STUDENTS om y
lARGE.---tJ1 OIF ANY PIZZA. GOOD THROUGH 9/17/90
1117 BROADWAY PlAZZA-'lOl, CAlL AHEAD 34~
CORNER OF BROADWAY &. BEACON <ByALBERTSONS)
--om.R GOOD ONLY WITH VALID 8.5,U. ID.
, --Nor VALID WITH ANY '011IU PROMOnOl!'lS
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GOODFEUAS: GREAT FILM
perfonnance, plays the ulu:a-re-
served Jimmy Conway With a
Strellgth and firmness unmaLChed
tty any other actor in the film-
merely with his presence and sc!'Cen
history. Though he may be given
top billing, his is a supporung, al-
beit vital, role.
But believe it or not. charac~r
actor Joe Pesci steals the show. ~s
role the out-of-conlrOl shorty With
a chip on his shoulder, is an actor's
wetdream; hisperfonnance screams
for Academy notice. A year ago
Pesci played the loud-mouthed in-
fonnerinLethal Weapon 2 and was
very funny.
But GoodFelias is a pesci revela-
tion: his Tommy DeVito is a com-
plex persona; s~thing beneath the
easy banter and Napol~l1i.c ~deals
lies a tragic and pathe~c; ~!1tihe!y:
With Scorsese's directorial talent,
showing hisobsessive mother and
mafioso convictions, we clearly
witness his slip into complete dis-
traction.
Director Scorsese needs no plug,
his work has proven itself repeat-
edly. Withhispreviousfilms-and
especially GoodFellas-bc has put
himself in league with the top 10
film directors of all time. All the
energy, time and money that he put
into this project has paid off.
As I said before, GoodFellasis a
whole lot of fun and the eritenain-
me,* aspect, is a ~ objectiye.
~ ,knQ~s wh;at he's dolng.
The moVie is ureat for the senses,
a delight forlhe intellect and a plea-
sure ad infmilWll.
Film Review
by Cliff Hall
The University News
We, as an audience, are completely
unprepared tor 9oo~e!las. Noth-
ing we've seen m pont, an previews
of coming attraCtions or on TV (un-
less they've suddenly changed the
ads) has come anY'Y~ere close. to
. relating the abso!ute,Jaw-droppmg
RJN of this fllm, Who could have
guessed that a movie crammed to
the brim with so much in-your-face
violence could be such a hoot?
Martin Scorsese, the master direc-
tor of so many revolutionary, land-
mark pictures, including The Last
Temptation of Christ, Raging Bull,
lQxjDriver andKing ofComedy, has
taken the gangster film genre, a
breed of film that has suddenly be-
come quite chic, and imprinted it
with his own distinctive stamp:
swirling camera work, jumpy edits
and an intensity that threatens to
stop the heart.
GoodFelias runs at a brisk pace, a
race mirrored by the exposition it-
self, passing throughout the movie
a baton of extraordinary skill and
vibmncy; each and every shot is
infused with the kind of potency
andenthuslasm usuaUyreserved for
as-peilbag-esqueromPtMough\be
cosmos. .
OJiJy Scorsese, m lOp lorm, could
infusesuch panache, such flair, such
style into Wiseguy auJhor Nicholas
Pileggi's true slOry about Ihe mob
GOIN'
TO
COLLEGE-,
DUDE!
life of Henry Hill, his wife and
family. It'S an ovcrwhelming!y
powerful journey into the sordid
underworld of New York gangsters,
hit-men, junkies, prostitutes and
gamblers who have created their
own niche in The Big Apple.
And yet. for all the tenebrous un-
dergrowth, the film practical,ly
bristles with compassion for Its
characters. The film's lenses may
not be rose-tinted but they do seem
to catch every comical nuance the
characters might have. ,
Ray Liotta, in what may be his
star-making vehicle, is unforget-
table as the kid who grew up know-
ing nothing but the "good life" of
crime and misdemeanors and who
lives his life without a second
thought Liotta'sauthenticportJayal
is of a man buried; he makes US care
about his predicament and never
once takes a wrong step.
Lorraine Bracco. the premature
film reincarnation ofDcbra Winger,
is sensational as thedetennined wife
who stands by her man through
thick and ihin, She plays a Jew
who, through a series of I!ysterical
narrative sequences. becomes mar-
ried to the mob. This actress is
stroIlg, no doubt about it, and yet
she doesn't overwhelm the movie.
GoodFellas gives her a chance to
shine beyond Someone To Watch
Over Me an4. at the same time, in-
troduccsus\C)apowerfulaew fon:e.
While we sympathize w1lh her we
simultaneOusly abhor IhC situation
she has gotten herself inlO.
Robert De Niro, who apparently
doesn't know how 10 give a poor
in Friday.
And now, in biology lab, that
girl who sits next to you-the cute
one with the absurdly stiff, mile--
high bangs that make her look like
a '67 Buick with its hood up, the
Ycab, yeah, I know: College one who gaveyotfthat smile-bas
sucks. Buthey.whatdidyouexpect started sniffmg the air, her nose all
really, a rehash of.high school? pinched up like she's sensing that
Trust me, I know what you maybe somebody's brought in old
Freslunen(Freshwomen'?)aregoing garbage.
throu&l!. I~ there once. OK. so .And,_ unfortunately, you just
maybeltwassaxorsevenyearsago . might know where that smell's
but I.lk! remember, and have sym- coming from. Could it, by chance
pathy ~s for yo~ialIy beyournewNilces-well,ooty~
when I 10m my 8:40 MWFand my newNikes,ofcoUTse-bU1the~
h~'s ringing !ike the Admin .inside? 'Ibost: very same cotton-
chimes from c10smg down The In- blend tubes which wouldn't be four
terl~ ~e night before.,. days old right now if only you'd
This~ThatWeek: We reaJrnost done laundry instead of "resting"
tothedreadedmidtenns,thenovelty ontheweekendandwouldn'tsmell
of being away from home's worn so head-spinningly sour had you
~fflikey~summertanand)'Oll've something handier instead of this
Just real~ that that five dollars samepairofwhitestoekingstowipe
you had m your pocket yesterday . up after yourself the other night
went ~ pizza and last night's JMX>I wh.en youwere boosting thebulimic
games m the SUB. brOadcast. ' .,
Bummer. N~ dou~ about iL . (Ibal'sboostasin"topushfrom
Whatwasonceyouratypacallylofty behind"·and brotJlkast as in "to
ideaof"goin'tocoJJege,dude!"has spreadoverawidearea". Andwhy
turned. aImost O\remight, into a themess? Pemaps it waS from your
MlWIbF nightmare called The. somewhat lethalrnixture of Bud,
Daily Grind.. "vodka. Moxie. Java. Doritos and
It's not bad·enoUgb that this Denny's fries. Ab, Saturday.
morning Professor Kissmubass as- nights eN)·. ". ... .
sigoedlhelbird.Six. -pagc.paperin.· as .. ButfMUDatelY,sbedoesn. 'tpl:tce
many ~ and that be ~ it the aroma, In~ the JomWde-
hyde has covered up practically
every natural scent in theroom. For
a moment you're relieved. Buthow
long will it last?
Don't be depressed, 0 Ye
Freshfellow of Little Faith; you're
notthe only one going through this.
Nor are yOll the only first-year-
college-student with a laundry
problem. It's a known fact (Jecz
just do some arithmeticl) that 78%
of all Freshpersons arc going to
have to do laundry some tinie this
week. And yet,isn't it funny how in -
highschool you could wear the same
exact l!"washed jaCkel to ~lasses
every ~ngIe day and no one would
ever gIve you a second sniff and at
college-where you~d expect the
l~els of liberalness. to be much
blg~er-some ~tupe's always
making some WIse-ass comment
about your B.O. being stronger than
frumunda cheese? And after only
the third or fourth week of wearing
the clothing, too! Sodon'tfeelbad.
Everybody's doing iL
.. JUSlhang in there and tell your-
self this JleUisb experience called
BSU is buitdiDg character, thal
you'reamucbbeuerpersonbeciwse
of it, that it will be over before you
kno\yiL R~essofthefairytale
qualnyofthls blalantunlrUth you'll
feel belIer. And, if some time this
semester you do your laundry, you
mayeven smeU beUcr too..
Commentary
by Cliff Hall
The University News
The lJDiversity News
DE NIRO AND SCORSESE DO IT AGAIN
By JACK GARNER .
©Copyright isso, USA, TODAY/
AppleCollegeInformationNetwork
Paul Sorvino says one of the plea-
sures of working on the gangster
epic, GoodFellas, was getting to
watch director Martin Scorsese and
actor Robert De Niro in action. ,.,
"Marty and. Bob dOl\'~ seem to
need to speak to each other. on the
set," Sarvino says. "It's like they
have ESP." .
You could call it ESP, or you
simply could call it the understand-
ing that develops between two good
friends who have worked together
six times on some of the most
memorable mms of the age. John
Ford had his John Wayne, John
Huston had Humphrey Bogart, and
Martin Scorsesehas Robert DeNiro.
After both the difector and actor
made a big splash for the fllSt time
in Mean Streets, in 1973, they con-
tinued working together in Taxi
Driver, New York. New York, Rag-
ing Bull, The King of Comedy, and
now, the grittY. in-the-trenches por-
trait of mob life, GoodFelias.
Arguably, Scorsese has sparked
De Niro's two greatest·· perror-
mances-the nervous, psychotic
avenging angel, Travis Bickle, in
. TariDriver,andhisOscar-winning
portrayal of Jake LaMotta in Rag-
ing Bull.
And.arguably ,DeNiro has been a
key factor in the greatness of sev-
eral of Scorsese's films. When
asked about their friendship in a
round of New York interviews they
!~ugh and say in sing-song tan'dem,
We ~et many, many years ago."
Turnmg more serious De Niro
says, 'We were aware of 'each other
earlier, and then met in the early
'70s through a mutual friend. I'd
seen a fdm Marty haddirectedcalled
Who's That Knocking? which I
thought was terrific, and he was
about to do Mean Streets "
"Working on that film, ~e really
became what I guess you'd call
grown up friends then," De Niro
sa~adds'''we~eaware
that we had known each other
sOmewhat from 'the -neighborhood
where ~e grew up."
De Naro and Scorsese arebolh
Ney.' .Yolk natives from ltalian-
American backgrounds. DeN·· .
45. thre~ ye~s· younger ~a~
BScorsese.ESTIi' ncIs'Wer fnends,butwc'ren. whenwc'reworking
together. We have a specialrela-
tionship that - now come 10 think
of it ---, is personal."
As ~rters have eome to dis·
cover, • personal" is a triggerwQrt\
for De Niro to stop talking. A few
mjnute.$latee,. t1)Qugh, th~t~Ja' is
\y~liDgto;.discuss Sl:l!~~S ..
strengths as a director. : \'.'. in
"Marty's very open la,a lot of
ideas from anybody, and that's\ybat
makes him special," he says. ,'1
can't tell you as an actor how im·
portant that is. You can see it inthe
wolk of certain direclOrs-aIl of a
sudden, yOll start closing down,you
don't want to try anything. You
figure whatever idea you comeup
with will not get a response.
"With Marty, it's just the oPJ!O'
site. The more you come up With
stuff, the more enthusiastic he gets.
And that's what makes it a joyous
experience, as opposed to just a
'00"
J "j'd mention somelhing to Bobor
he'd mention it to me. Certain char'
acters and types of storics a~ed
tobothofus.ltwasn'tplanned. But
when you work very, very closely
together, and there'~ an elementof
bUSt; you fmd there s a deeper un'
derstanding of the subject mattet.
and it becomes more enjoyable,and
more surprising," Scorsese says,
"and you find you can go deeper
with the material. . .
"There's nothing easy making.a
movie. But when you work thiS
closely there's almost a telepat/!y·
Less has to be said. Itdocsn't~~
it easier but it is more rewanhng.
GoodFelias is based on the:non:
fiction book by Nicholas Pileggi
that details life in the mob, as cxJ!C'
rienced by Henry Hill, a soldit;"
who eveniually turned state'S e~'
dence and went into a wimcss pro-
tection progr&l!l. .
Hill· is played by impreSSiveup-
and-comer Ray Liotta. an~ De N'IIO
plays his friend and one-ume span.
sor,apowerful,smartIrishgan~
named James Conway who has tieS
to Brooklyn's llalian JPo~s. .
So, once again, De Nlro IS pl~ytOg
abad gul" an anti-h~. It~onu:f
histraditioo of play"!g 110mchaf:
amoral ormOrally ambivalent baCk
aeters for scarsese,all the way
toMean Streets. G-~ft~..·"
(Jack Gamer writes for IIIU .....
News Service.) ..,,1
IN"'......mgbt 1990, USA rODM~'" .,
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ROBERT DE NIRO
RAYllOITA JOE PESCI
GoodFellas
---A MARTINSCORSmPIClURE·---
'HOLLYWOOD HOPES
GANGSTER MOVIES
MAKE HITS
By SUSAN SPILLMAN in London in the 1960s. Opens Oct. Certainly part of that is because of
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI 12. ' the characterizations. As Jon Polito,
. Apple College Infonnation Network ~TheGodfatherPartlllreunites who co-stars with Byrne in Cross-
"As far back as I can remember 1 AI Pacino, Diane Keaton and di- ing as a mob leader, notes: "I tried to
always wanted to be a gangster," rector Francis Ford Coppola. The .. make my character lovable,"
mobster Henry Hill sentimentally storycentersonMichaelCorleone's Gangster movies work even with-
recalls in GoodFelias. Like Hill, effort to legitimize the family's out classic heroes because "you
portrayedbyRayLiotta,HoIlywood fortune throu~ international real accept their code and put yours on
has long been infatuated withthe estate. Opens m December. hold," says Fred Roos, producer of
underworld's power, violence and In the works are at least a half- The Godfather Part III.
code of conduct , dozen more projects: "You feel that Michael Corleone
''We're intrigued by this forbidden -DustinHoffmanplanstostaras is operating by some moral code.
world that we would never have the mobster Dutch Schultz in an adap- and for a worthy cause, usually to
.' audacity to step into in reatlife," tation of E.L. Doctorow's Billy protect his family."
says Ron Rotholz. producer.ofState Bathgate, about a 16-year-old who And the family seems fun, Romolz
~ o/Grace, about hoods in New York in 1935 becomes Schullz~s flunky. adds. "When the family gets to-
Ci~'s Hell's Kitchen.' -Danny DeVito expects to direct gether in The Gf!d/ather movies, it
Smce the 19308, scores of films a film about ex-Teamster boss lookslikeagoodume.ltmakesyou
have fed our fascination with Jimmy Hoffa, who mysteriously want to be a part of that family."
mobsters, often glamorizing them disappeared. (Susan Spillman writes for USA
and seducing us into wanting more. - Warren Beauy is set to star as ' TODAY.)
And over the next few months, legendary mobster Buggy Siegel in OCopyright 1990, USA TODAYI
moviegoers will get an onslaught a fJlm directed by Barry .Levinson. AppleColIegelnfoonationNetwodc
- GoodFellas stars Robert De - Producer Lee Rich bought the
N~ and Liotta in aD adaptation of screen rights to FBI agents Joseph
the best-selling Wise§uy. Directed O'Brien and Andris Kurins' soon-
by Martin Scorsese, it s the story of to-be-published novel about Big
a half-Irish, half-Sicilian kid fromPauI CosteIIano, who was gunned
BrooklYn who's adopted by the down outside a chic Manhattan
neighborboodmobandgrowsupto restuarantin 1985.
become a loyal member., "Gangsters Iulvc become Ameri-
.-State ofGrace is based on the canheroes,likccowboys,"Rotbolz
'tW'We:slieli,anIrish . 'that '.. .,
fonncdanalliance with I:frallan ~~~don'tPJaYb)'anyonc's '
mob. Stalring Sean .J,tenn' and Ed ruJe&ButDiost0fus.wopanoflbe
Ranis, it opCned Friday in a ft/W middJodasswhohavotogotolbe, .:,
cities and gocsnationwidc this ~iDgmaUwhenourwivessay. '.
weekend., to. ' .
_ Miller's Crossingttaees the. Gabriel Byrne,. who stars in
broken friendship between a mob Milk" s Crossing, agrees: "We ail
boss and the man behind him in have an innate resistance to law and
1929. Opens Oct 5. order. The guy who smashes the
_ The Krays is the true story of symbolsofinstitutiongetsakindof
Ronald and Reginald Kray, twin respect. You sort of like him. Then '
brothers who ran acra -inalempire you go, 'Oh wait, he's a killer,"
~·F------------~--~----~
: STUDENT' RATES!, •
••••••••••••••••••
IOOD~L~S
• I: PI Z Z A T PAS TAT PI Z Z ,AZZ I
I
: Downtown TowneSquareMall Nampa; I,
6TH& Main at the " ' 1-84@ I
: Old Boise TheatreComplex Franklin I~--------------------~;
$4.50
MONDAY
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI
•~..t:b
rt. TUESDAY
LUSCIOUS LASAGNA
WEDNESDAY
LARGE 3 ITEM PIZZA
'WITH THISCOUPON•••••••••••••
5.50
7.50
SOUL ASYLUM AND
THE HORSE THEY
RODE INON:
CLEAN & MELODIC
Music Review They've written a fast waltz caIIed
by David Lentz "Gullible's Travels." Three-four
The Unioersity News time is a trick that sounds great and
just isn't used often enough. "Brand
As a rule, Soul Asylum plays dis- New Shine" is a' foot-stomping
torted guitars with a solo in every country number (Soul Asylum's
song, power chords, catchy licks always had a knack for country, go
and meters that take some getting figure), and "Grounded" is a song
used to. Actually, they' haven't that can best be described as a
strayed too far from where they synthesisofR.E.M.'sMurmur and
started and maybe their old name, Guns & Roses' Lies, oddly enough.
Loud Fast Rules says itbest. They' Soul Asylum has always been a
aren't unintelligibly fast, you can great band, even before they
tum them down, and they're clean- sounded great. Dave Pirner writes
sounding and melodic. incredible lyrics. This is an intel-
Lead vocalist Dave Pirner sings Iigent band, one with a social
passionately, somewhere between awareness and enough tact to say
crooning and screaming. Soul things in an aesthetically sublime
Asylum and the Horse TheyRodeln way. Or you could say that Pirner's
On is a nice compromise between a poet and it doesn't matter what
the band's last two projects, Clam he's singing about, Either way, it's
Dip and Other Delights and Hang up' to you, and it sounds good.
Time, twofmerecordswithlittlein 'I do believe anger is offset by
common. . sorrow/what you destroy today you
We're talking about a punk band mightregrettomorrow/whenyou're
here, just guitars. Being veterans, yOlD)g and defensive/it comes off
however, Soul Asylum carried a offensive/and it's hard to repay the
fewnewtricksinonthishorse,ooes tolerance that you borrowed/the
that work. better than most punk 'lasting relationship sinks right off
bandscouldmaIcethem. There'sa the pier/who wears the pants, it's
sad-sounding song called "We 3" faded but clear." When the norm
that features little more than soft for lyrics is between insulting and
piano and vocals. unintelligible, sublime is god-like.
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Brought LO you by SPB. Admission is $3general Admission,
$2 Faculty, Staff andalumm, $1 BSU students ..
Orgmizatiolm ]Fair Sept. '26, 1990
On the Quad (between the Admin Bldg. and Business
Bldgs.) ·10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. . •
Electricity will be provided by the Student Activities
Office on 'a ftrSt~ome, first·serve basis according to the
date and time the reservation fonll is received in their
office. Due to limited outlets available, it is essential'
that you let them know the necessary'.details (watts,'
amps, voltage, etc.) of each unit you intend to use. . I
Questions? Please. feel free to call either Andrew,
Arulanandam or Julie Underwood I¢38S~I242. . e:IBl~ftIDlWft~DnIBl~;IDl~iC~;~lImlla;$1Dl ....__ -1-=========:::;:====~ Sept. 28@ 7:30' .....Baritone Lynn Berg wilh pianist Del ~ki~son w~l p~sent
. 'a recital. honoring the work of poet Hemnch Heme 10 tl!e
~
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Heine's work was setto musIc
. by sue!) accomplished composers as Brahms, Mendelssohn,
Schuben and Raben Schumann. . . .
. Highlighting the evcning will ~ Sc~umann' s ~ic~terleibe,
01' 48, a collection of songs whlc~ IS celcb.ratmg Its ~50~h
•~ anniversary this YC<'lr.Schumann s musIc IS that which IS
i!mostoftcn associated with HeiQe's poetry.. Also featured will be four selected songs by Brahms andMendelssohd, and six songs from Schwanengesang D. 957 by
J!
.Schubert. . " . .' .
. Tickets' will be available at the door on a' first-come,~rrsL'
. serve basis. Cost is $4 general admission and $2 for semors.
The BSU Faculty Arti~t Series recital is free to BSU faculty,
L.J:.. staff and students. '
~ . For morc information, call the BSU Talking Phonc Book
~. num.be.I' a18.88-4043 code 5906 in Boise~ 454·1186 code
~ 5906 in Canyon County.
ImI!'@WIID N@§~ An~IrlU.Sept 27..------------::-----,~-4..Dr. Russ Tremayne will be giving his annual e.xtra credit
lecture Sept 27 at 3 p.m. in the Big 4 Room; Student Union.
'-. The topic this time will be. "F1:ank Church
&.the Panama. Canal Treaties: A Diplomacy
'of Change and a Politics of Justice" ,
Admission is free and ,their will be
refreshments-you may even qualify for
extra credit.' Check with your
instructorS. Brought. to you by your
student programs board. .
~Ir~ 1@llll&<lllIrnif1' nlID & §<e& @if 1ID@1IlnnlID~D
1ID~~§ooo .Sept. 27 .' ' .. ' ..'
Not sure why you're here? Clueless as towhatto ans~~r for
:MAJOR on the form line? If so, you may want. to VISit lhe.
Career Planning and Pl3cement Office .in lhe Administration
Building, room 123 and sign up for a workshop. . . . .
.yoli £il!llearnhow 19decide which majotor career is best
·for you, The workshop is beingo~fered on !hursday;Sept. 27
from7p.m; ~09p.m. For ~ore mformation·cal1385-1747.
·Can 'YOU lBeUeve,][t'lSe~'t.27."'••'''''·_·. .;.....;;;..-.~..o..;;---~ ......---
... Thenon~traditional.stud~n~'areg~tingtogether againl
BSU's, ,Student .SpeciaL Services ,is 'hosting a non-
· ·tr8ditlonalstu(leritsuppon grolJp .. Theymeet from noon·
i:30the SeCondandfoJinll.Thursdayeach'l1!onthin room·'210of.BSU's ,Vocational Technical Building.; .
· ,'ThiSwee~'s, episod~wm'be be- ·el1titled; . "Tutorial:
'sCrViees8vailtibJe .oncampus." Very topi<;al, huh; ;
" •'riiem17tings .~ tIllite informal aII~'.stude~tsmay feel
· free to Come late and/or leave earIY·I(~esslonsoverlap
.with·c~ WId/or W().rk~ ....'. ": ., ,
'. ,For'more iilformatiol1on".the.~~pp()rt; group or. Ori~
."entationpro~m,.c~~I,S,tu.d,¥ritS~~~I,Se,~~ces,at 385·
:)SSr;·'·'.',';':;,:;;,;·':;;:';) . "':". '•. :: ...' ;
~<:~< i~";-/ < i;",..; .".:.:-~~.;::.~.>: 'J-', ,~.,>> ;'.:~,.',.: .
.- '~"{'/'~' .j-,-':·~.:;':"~;>.~:_:i.::'k:· ,-'f':;':;>' .~,'~'~',~.,:":' ,<.1 ,'~. '/;:.,'.
;T:~--";""; :<,; -,,, - .'.,. -,- "'. ~'j' "",' ,'.;''''',~'/.-:.:
. .:., ',:<>~.,.:.:,;': ..: :-,':' /'; .. -; . ~ . ::, "'-.,:~.;,:\:~~".:: ')~"'~- :/;_,",,>,.";,c.: ,< .. :_.
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"'lrolFeel'lis 1'0 Rist"
Neb~ka poet Susan Strayer Deal will read from
both her published works andwork in progress at
7:30 p.m. Sept 27· in the Lookout Room of the SUB
atBSU.··. .. .'
neal's Poems are inspired by the landscape and spirit
of her Nebraska home. Her earliest works, including
her first two books of poetry; were published by
BSU's AhsahtaPress in the Western Poetry Series.
. The pres~nuition is part of the BSU Writers and
Artists Series. and is co-sponsored by' the BSU
English department and the National Endowment for
the Arts. It is free and open to the public.
For more mformation, call Orv Burmaster at 385-
'1436
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Friday Sept. 28th: Are you
[,(JIl§lllDl! )Y (JIlnBlf'IHlSlnn§ nllll ~lInll' IIJ)SlIf'Ik'P
Moonlight, glow balls, food, beverages, fun and prizes
await yoiI at Warm Springs Golf Course-home of the First
Annual Easter Seal/Goodwill Moonlight Open,sponsored by
Century 21. . '. ... .'
Open to me public,lhe Moonlight open has an entry feepf
$50 per person. The fee includes greens fees, aglow ball and
tee, a BBQ dinner, unlimited beverages, prizes and funl
The night will follow the same basic structure as lhedaytime
version withone obvious difference: it will take'place in the
dark! A chemical Iightstick inserted. in Ihe diameter of a
regulation· size golf ball makeS the nine-hole, two person
scramble possible.. '. .'. '
Plus, lhc winner of the Moonlight Open Hole-in-One will
wane:away with $10,000 in cashll
If interested, pleasediaJ Lesli or, Kelley at Easter SeaV·
Goodwill at 384·1910. And hurry-player positiops are
quickly being filled. '.
Wall!'
]E%W
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IE~1U~~talclJlI'lllllt WWCA Sept. 26
Workshops on daterapc, campus safety •.self-eslecJ!l, to~ch
and morc. Put yourcducation to work. Gam leadership skIlls.
Develop friendships.. . . .
Ti~e; 11:30-12:3Q..-bnng a lunch!
~ ..
A·.., ....,f'YI
JD)@l1llllDn~ lF~&1lllll!'~ sepd8SPEC? . ..\.
An ArDold double bill w~U~ seen beginning at 7 p.m. in the
SPEC brought to yoli by SPB. Admission is $3 general
admission,' $2 BSU faculty, staff, alumnus, children and
sLudents~$l BSUstu~ents wilh actiVity card.
C(\')Inll
~
~~t:JlI p7e~~:;t6
. ~ t::J4 $3 seniors (6
. Org~izacion de lBstudi~tes Latino-' ."..,
Arilencanos ~ormerly MECHA) Sept 28 \J~
We ifivite everybody to come to a Mexican dance at the ~
SUB. There will be 8 live band, Creacion Juvenil. from 8
p.m. til midnight and sometirile during the evening W~'l1
have a talent show: Admission $3 or $5 couple. Any
questions? 342-4873. Ask for Gilberto or Rene... ';:.'~€.' .
-~," ~"'? ,-", .
-- ~..... '" - -- ---'-
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Cosmme Sale Sept. 29/30
Idaho Shakespcllre Festival will sell a portion of its
accumulated costume stock for the first time to the.
public.
In a yard-sale like frenzy. the sale will runfrom 10
a.m, to 5 pm, on Sat and Sun. Sept 29 & 30 above
the Eighth Street Deli at the 8th Street Marketplace.
Costumes for sale include fairy (?) • fantasy. and
clown costumes. doublets, gowns, military uniforms,
suit coats, overcoats. Santa suits, slipsrobes, '50s
and '60s vintage clothing,vesls', hats, make-up and
lots of weird and unique stuff.
The costumes will be priced low since ISF needs to
make room in its overstuffed storage area. According
to Star Moxley. Festival Costume' Shop Manager.
"We have been storing costumes in boxes and on the
floor, and we just have to clear out the items we
aren't going to include in any future shows. With
Halloween just around the corner, now is the time to
pick up a costume. Vintage clothes fans, stop by for
affordable and fashionable good quality '50s and '60s
items." .
Questions? Call ISF 336-9221.
iID[f'telIDltmlnlIDfil§~[f'~ltfi(\])1ID A.allV'fil§~alll
xq!Dnfi~lllt lLmllIDegnn&eg~
~pt.28 & 29, OcL S & 6 ' .
;tage Coach Theatre continues their. new season with
IwardA1bee'sdeseivedly-lauded Who's Afraid o/Virginia
~d°lf!. . . $6' I d ., d $5 . d .... mission IS .genera a mISSion an . semors an
idents with valid ID card. Arrangements for reservations
be made by calling 342·2000.
:urtain time is 8:15 p.m, at
layhouse 2000, 2000 Kootenai.
lFmlnn ,JP>(\])\Pll1il <C(\])IID~~[f't1 Sept. 29 -----------~---....---.
"Everything's' Coming Up Roses" for the BSU
Community Orchestra, which begins its new season
at 6 p.m. Sept 29 with a Fall Pops Concert in the
BSU Centennial Amphitheatre. This concert
promises something for .everyone, as the orchestra
will perform music from Broadway and the movies to
jazz, classical and even a little rock 'n' roll. BSU
music professor and director of the Community
Orchestra, Michael Samball, encourages those plan-
ning to attend to bring along a picnic basket to enjoy
while the orchestra performs.
Selections will include favorites of all kinds, includ-
ing themes from both Walt Disney and the James
Bond films, a John Philip Souza march, music from
Lerner and Lowe, the overture to Fiddler on the Roo.F,
and the classic TV theme from the series AI/red
Hitchcock Presents.
Centennial Amphitheatre. 6 p.m, Presented by
BSU Community Orchestra. Tickets: $4 general, $2
seniors. and free to BSUfaculty. staff and students
lind all proceeds will benefit the Jack Best Orchestra
Scholarship Fund. For more information, call the
BSU music department at 385-3980 or Michael
Samball at 385-3498.
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C@1JfJfJ1JfJfJdlJUad!J@ Sept.30
It's th~t Schwarzenegger film with Rae Dawn Chong, isn't it? If so, il'S 1 1
good. Music by James Homer and a fairly cool song by Power Station
over the end credits. So sit still and listen, dammitl Special Events
Center 7 p.m. SPB Film Series._~~~_~----.--a
t~\:.~~;~
Coming. Soon: ....:
aaaaiiiiiiieeeeeceell! !
[nnl§tennmm <C(\])mm~~. '!r(\]) lLfiff~ Sept. 29
Come Celcbrate the' Idaho Centennial wiij} the Friends of
~istorical Museum when they present the 24th Annual
allp StliteHistorical "Museum Comes to Life"! at 610 N.
li~Davis Drive. FroinlO a.m, 5 p.m. FREE! .
EtlmiC:{()()(\s';(lhil~n~S galnes'undbaJloolIS will be found
the PioncerWilJsge;,,,·ExhibitS jn~lidethc Muscu01wm
elUde·cosullnedsaJoc?n.gairibl~rs,Jadies'8nti g~nts; .......\c.,
Y~u',Il;,find;suchthmgs'as displays On weaving, broom
akm~,blacksmithing, .black powder fur traders, flint: .
tapping, Idaho entertainment from the past, wheat and com ..'
inding; native American events, antique cars, historic'
ndicratts, print shop and more. ~ . \ IU" .,e . 1lI~~'§JPIt~(f/j aDtJ~ JIDU@fI!Oct.3-6&'10-13
~
. ii~ The BSU Theatre Arts Department will open their
liilt,. 1990-1991 season with this provocative work by ac-
,!;:~. claim~ playwright David Mamet. You may have
.,.~~._ ".~ .., ~.'" heard of this play when, in its Broadway run,
- - ... - ~: ~ Madonna played one of the three roles.
~ o.IOii::.':'i~. The production is directed by BSU theatre arts pro-
,JJ JJ U· fessor and playwright Phil Atlakson and features a
JR?@lJ[JfJ~ffP dlJll/jrIlJ, 1J(J ad cast of professional ~tors including Artistic Director
Sept. 29·30 of the Idaho Shakespeare Festival, Rod Ceballos, cre-
Is it the play? Is it a ballet? ative director for K-I06 Radio, Glen Hughes, and
Theopem? 1990 BSU Theatre Arts gmduate (and lovely-to-be-
Who knows? I received hold) Lorena Davis.
no info ..' Oh well... On the same bill will be Trey Olmesdahl's Summer,
MOrrison Center. a fun and funny show "about the value of playful.
8 p.m: Sept. 29, 2 ness" that came out of BSU's Student Playwriting
p.m. Sept .. 30. Program, a class taught by Atlakson.
Sponsored by This play is BSU'sentry in the American College
American Festival Thealre Festival, a national collegiate theatre arts con-
Ballet. Tickets: . ference and cornpetition. The university region in-
. contact AFB at eludes schools in Wyoming, Montana, Washington,
343.-0556. Oregon, Alaska and, of course, Idaho. Every
February, students frorneach state meet 10 compete,
socialize and audition for summer theatre work and
graduate programs.
Tickets are $6 general admission, $4 seniors and
students, and free to BSU faculty, staff and students at
Select-a-Seat .
. For information, call the BSU theatre arts
dePartment at 385-3957.~Inltt~lIDlIDfimln.~<Il><d1~lID Sept. 29·30
~.aye-yea! Cow Pattie! Meridian Speedway. 2 p.m. '
:d by Meridian Lions Club. Tickets: $5 adults,
s (62 and over)~ $2 children 2: 12 at SeJ(:ct-a-Seat. '..
"IT'OO IIll~ IIllSlteIk2" Oct. 1 at 7 p.m,
BSU's SPB sponsors an Arnold Schwarzenegger look-alike
contest But don't worry, you don't have to be as manly as
Hans or Franz to pump up the audience in the Arnold Recall, a
contest to find the student who most resembles the star of
Twins, Commando, Predator, The Terminator, Stay Hungry,
Hercules Goes Bananas and, of course; Total Recall.
A cash prize oUlOO.OO wilJ be awarded lathe "Arnold" of
.' the 'audience:s choice. 'Contestants must display good taste
while on stage and (Sorry) costumesmust be'appropriate foran all-age audience. .' . .
For more information, call SPB at 385·1223.
Inronnlltlon coniplledllnd edlled bU
Lllyoulllndllrlwork by CLIFF
ROBERT ' HALL
BARNES
A.mm~[f'fi~mllID JP>iimllID(\]) QlJlImllf'lt~t1 C(\])IID~~[f't1
Oct.S •
The uriiqne sound of eight hands and two pianos created by
the American Piano Quartet will fill the Morrison Center
Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m. Oct 5. The concert'is sponSored by
theBSU music department
The quartet consists of four pianists performing works
composed and arranged specifically for two pianos/eight hands.
Works to be performed include "Fantasy on. Themes from
Carmen," "The Ride of the Valkyries"and "Stars and Stripes
Forever."
The members of the group. are BSU piano professor Del
Parkin'son and BYU faculty members Paul Pollei, Jeffrey
ShumWay and Mack Wilberg.
The group recently returned from a concert tour of Europe.
The pianists gave six performances in Berlin. Bergen, Oslo and
London, as well' as a radio broadcast in OsIQ. They have also
performed in Canada, the Far East and throughout the U.S.
The concert is part of the BSU Faculty Artists Series.
Tickets are available at the door and sold on a fust-come, first-
served basis. Cost is $4 general admission. $2 senior citizens
and free to BSU faculty, staff and all students. .
For more information, call Parkinson at 385-3704 or the
BSU music department's Talking Phone Book number at 888-
4043 code 5906 in Boise or 454-1186 cOde 5906 in Canyon
County.
..;.
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HARDWARE
GOES NOWHERE
Film Review
by Robert J. Barnes
The University News
.MISADVENTURES OFMR. WILT ~~~~~~~~titsreleasewehad
·MISSES 01:'P'T' heardaIIthepraiseandcomparisons, u·~ to classic science-fiction/horror
What few script surprises not ru- fllms past, If the hype was to be,rlJ,'hCli~~:n'.: , ined by misguided foreshadowing believed, Hardware was to be as
only serve to make you wish you suspenseful as ALlEN, beautiful as
The niversity News wereinadifferenttheaterwatching Blade Runner and faster, more fu-
You watch a movie comedy; you another film, Did a whole slew of rious than EvilDead. We were told
laugh or you don't, Is it possible .. directors:worktogetherlOmakethis ofthethreemajornetworks'refusals
that the differences in film humor mm so bad? to air any Hardware commercials
between cultures can be so great The:Misadventures'of Mr. Wilt is (NBC finally consented but re-
that what one society may feel is not the comedy fllm it has been stricted all airings to post 9 p.m.
faII-on-the-floor funny another may hyped to be. Britains know how to The MPAA threatened to slap
find quite odious? Perhaps. But dofuMystuff,too-MontyPython, Hardware with an X rating unless
after watching the Spanish Women SlUrley Valentine, BeMy Hill and cuts were made-a feather in any
on the Verge of a Nervous BreaJc- Dudley Moore are just a few ex- true horror film's hat-and
down or the Japanese Tampopo or amples. But this picture is doomed Fangoriarnagazine(thehorrorfans'
. the Swedish MyLife As A Dog and from the moment it begins. bible) even deemed it "the year's
laughing loud and long (even after Anditdoesn'thelpthatthepicture best," so how could itmiss?
multipleviewings) I really doubt iL starstwounattraetiveclods. British Re~ardless of the pre-release
I mean, cultural differences might 1V actors, Griff Rhys Jones and publtcity,itdoesmiss-miserably.
possibly come into play in those Mel Smith manage to mug their Instead of gaining inspiration from
subtle, hoity-toidy, mtellecmal way through the entire film like orcontributinganythingnewtothe
comedies which rely on language giantMuppetheads. In fact, Smith's genre, it simply rips off previous
and clever witticisms to gather re- whole face appears to be in danger efforts, throws in some effects and
sponse, but slapstick films depend of exploding from sheer over- . music, auaehes a great title and
solely on the visual. The Misad- stimulation. Jones is apparently teaser (HARDWARE: You Can',
ventures ofMr. Wilt is neither. hiding a protractor somewhere in- Stop Progress), tempts us with
This new British film-some side his mouth. Ack. flashy promotion then disappoints
rnightevensay"cornedy"butthey'd And themovie ends as Leo Sayer the moment the cheesy-fooking
be wrong- playing in an exclusive cremates the old Nazaretl1 hit "Love 0))eIling. aedits begin to roU.
engagement at The Flicks is, for all Hurts" by warbling it like a girlwith set in the sandy wastelands of the
iLlover-th~top theatrics, a flat, in- a recording death wish. twenty-fd centuIy, we join a
; nocuous bore. If you're inclined to.laugh (for ~riilgscavengersearchingfor
IfTheMisadvtnturesofMr. Wilt laugh's sake) 8t theBight ofa blow- scrap meW'and salvageable nui~
badbcenbiUedasadrarna-oreven up sex don lied to somebody's na- dtinay. Hobappensuponthesand-
adomestic lI'8Iicomedy-it might ked torso or a murderous pr!est buried but still active mnninISof.
IIave left a loIalIy diffCROt im~- suangIing a anying woman. theft defective government prototypo-
sion. Asitstands,thenioviefailsas this is your film. Otherwise, skip .. implausible robolilesigoed to
both comedy and/or social com- this insulting excuse for a comedy. kill but not to withstand water.
, _mentary. Save your money. ,(WHAT? What kind of engineer
'T PICK UP THE PHONE .••
and earn extra money this fall by calling
BSUaiumni nationwide a couple of nights
a week as a membe~ of the Phonathon '90
telemarketing team. Ifyou are 'currently
enrolled and have good communication
skills we want you! !!
I , It. ! , ' .. / ' f , j J f ~ ~ I r ) f , , ~ • .-
{, f r J I' Ii, I If' / If','" r I I I r ,,,-
' . ./ I J ,_, ' ,; J., ,.. J, '.J.'
{.~M>- ~~.u~,\'''[.:;1''¥._~ ~~A*fh
, ', ," I
I
.would create an all-terrain killing director Richard Stanley's former
machine without considering the occupation: creating music videos
possibilityofiteverbecomingwet? ' for such groups as Fields of the
Precautions were obviously taken Nephilim and P.IL. (Now, if the
for toleration of fire, blowing sand, Overland Park Theaters' sound
polluted air and even dismember- system could only do the soundirack
ment-but water? A pitiful over- justice ...)
sight ...) Considering the quality and
The nomad pawns the remains quantity of gore being allowed in an
that eventually find their way' in- Rratedftlm bytoday'sincreasingly
corporated into an abstract sculp- conservativeMPAAratingsystern,
ture from Jill, the artistic heroine some remarkably graphic segments
played by Stacey (Phantasm If) managedtoslipmroughihecenscrs.
Travis. With the robot's head the Gorehounds should get off on
centerofherlatestproject-andby Hardware's wrist-slashing, eye-
means unknown to the audience gouging, bare-feet-on-broken-glass
(perhapstelekinesis?)-wires,bolts and one of the most intense man-
and appendages fly through the air, slammed-in-half-by-that-damn-
reattaching themselves to the torso automatic-door-scenes in horror '
which, in tum, reclaims its head. filmdom history.,
Mark 13 livest Hardware also holds its own in
And it only took an hour of our the acting department with perfor-
time to reach this point, mances from all being better than
The remaining hour crawls along ninetypercentofthefalmscurrently
asashowcaseforvisionarysetsand being released to the horror aadi-
costumes stolen from Blade Run- ence. '
nerandtheMadMax trilogy, full of ' Any self-respecting science fie-
visual allusions to The Terminator, tion,lhorror fan, afta' hearing and
AllEN, Saturn 3 and countless reading all the conflicting opin-
other-andbetter-films. Wehave ions--evenrnine-wouldprobably
the obligatory love scene, the lone still be wanting to see Hardware.
woman bein~ traiJpedand sla1ked, We're looking for graphic violence
themen conung to herrescue and at and gore; Hardware has violence
least one false ending with the all- and gore. 'We want attractive, Iat-
too-predietable action culminating ented actors capable of conveying
inasbotreminiscentoflHATscene emotions deeper than a wide-
in the original Psycho (complete moutbedscreamandshakingbands.
with Hitchcock close-ups and Hardware can bcproudofits leads;
ovedlead photography!). For all it Dylan (HamblU'ger· Hill, Steel
imitates. we're left with a great- Magnolias)McDennouandStacey
looking bad film. Travis do their best with the de-
, To its credit, Hardware does rivative scripL
tontain SQIIlo'slick, stylish editing We want convincing spec:iaI ef·
that reaI11 helps to guide the film fecLl. sets and envUonmenlS that
through its many sfow moments. appear functional with a plot anti
The editing also deserVes attention ideas wcxthy of serious contempIa-
for rnaIdng the quick shOLl of the tionevenafterthefinalaeditrOUs.
clunky, disproportionate Mark 13 Hardwarepresentsadequateeffects
robot believable. Recording artist in a future desert of overused, ste-
Iggy Pop, never seen but heard as reotypica1, militaristic designs and
ourobnoxiouspost-apocalypticDJ, themes that are forgotten before the
serves up the aggressive, indusbiaI movie even ends. ,
music (watch for exceIpts from a This time, yourbestbetforamovie
Ministry video on Jill's horne with the qualities of AllEN,
monitor) layered throu,ghout the AllENS, Blade Runner. The Ter-
film's soundtrack, minator. etc., can be found at your
The music defmitely does its job local video store in Ridley Scou's
in creating and maintaining the via- AliEN andBladeRlUlIJtrandJames
lent, dirty tone. Both the music and Cameron's AUENS and The Ter-
editing can be directly traced to minator:·
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Are college campuses really safe?
stead of referring them for pros- At any call box, a student cases, the rapist is an acquaintance rooms or apartments from bur$lary
ecution. in trouble can reach campus police or date. to describing a suspect, The umver-
The failure of colleges to without dialing. If.he or she cannot Gang rapes, which typi- sity also offers crime-prevention
warn about crime has created a talk, the system tells thepolicewhich cally occurat fratemity parties, "are seminars.
dangerous situation. Too often, phone was activated,andan officer aUtoocommononmanycampuses," Clean up bad neighbor-
parents and students are unaware is immediately dispatched to the reports Julie Ehrhart and Bernice hoods. No college can isolate itself
of the hazards of life on campus. scene. Sandler, who studied the subject for from the community. If a schoolis
But concerned parents, students - Use escort and van ser- the Association of American Col- surrounded by a high-crime area,
and college. administrators are vices. leges. They've documented 100 crime will seep into the campus
taking action around the country .Curb alcohol abuse.' Ac- suchcasesatcollegesofeverystripe unless people fight back. The typi-
and setting examples for others to cording to studies by Towson State - public, private; big, small, reli- cal response is to close ranks and
follow. University, alcohol is involved in giously affiliated and Ivy League. baitle crime at the gate.
Here's what every col- 80 percent of rapes, assaults and Walsh's advice to women To ensure the safety of
lege should do to control violence acts of vandalism on campus. Most for avoiding rape: Date in groups students, colleges must ~velop an
on campus. states have raised their legal drink- until you get to know your dates. aggressive strategy against cnme •
-Start a campus-watch ingageto21,disqualifyingroughly Avoid being in any isolated situs- Parents should encourage college
program. Security experts agree three-four!hsofundergraduates.But tions. Don't drink with people you .administrators to adopt proven
that any community can reduce the laws are useless unless schools don't know well. Beware of men safeguards,and students mustexer-
crime simply by remaining alert, enforce them. who talk about women as conquests cise common-sense precautions. If
Colleges are no exception. - Fight rape with education. or as adversaries. aU do their part, the scandal of cam-
_ Lock and monitor doors. Thechancesofa woman being raped Keep students and parents pus violence can be ended.
-Improve lighting and at college are astonishingly high. informed. "Students must be aware This article was printed in
install emergency phones. At "Some 2S percent of the female there is crime on campus," says response to the' deaths of five stu-
night, beautifully landscaped college population have been vic- . Dan Smith, Stanford University's dents at the University of Florida,
campuses offer shadowy hiding tims of rape or attempted rape," special services manager. Since Gainesville. .
places for muggers, rapists and says Claire Walsh, director of the 1984, Stanford has issued a 48- This was taken from the
robbers. One solution to this Sexual AssaultRecovery Service at page booklet on safety, covering October issue of the Reader's Di-
problem is improved lighting. the University of Florida. In most , everything from protecting dorm .gest, October 1989.
Violence drops dark doud over campuses
.Readers Digest
Marie Hodge and Jeff BlysIc;a....
Despite the idyllic images
college brochures present, violence
is a fact of life on the nation's cam-
puses. Last year colleges reported to
theFBIa total ofl ,990 violent crimes
- robbery, aggravated assault, rape
and murder. This is a startling num-
ber, considering the fact that almost
90 percent of U.S. colleges do not
report crime statistics. The incidence
ofproperty crime was even greater-
.more than 107,000 cases of burglary ,
larceny,arsonand motor-vehicle theft
at reporting schools alone. Shock-
ingly. 78 percentofthe violent crimes
were committed by students, accord-
ing to the Center for the Study and
__ Prevention of Campus Violence, at
Towson State University in Mary-
land.
Traditionally most colle$es
have kept quiet about crime. Feanng
adverse publicity, they have tended
to deal with offenders internally in-
BY DENISE KALETIE
OCopyright 1990, USA T().,
DAY IApple College Information
Network .
GAINESVD..LE, Fla. - The
bells that toll in. this somber college
town ring out a warning to every urn-
__ versity in the country.
Today, Florida National Guards-
men and wildlife officers comb a 10.
square-mile patch of woods here,
sifting for clues in the killings of five
students three wedcs ago. The lcnife
murders, committed with numbing
calculation, have turned this com-
munity into an armed camp. They
have left students with a gnawing
sense of danger. They have blood-
iedthe myth of collegeasa tranquil
haven for learning. .
To see the violence here as an
exception to a. national norm of
crime-free college communities is
to make a serious misIake. At least
every lOdayssomeoneiskilledon
ornearacampus. Students faU vic-
tim to more than 21,000 armed
robberies, rapes and assaults each
year. That'soneviolentactevery2S
minutes, showing that the average
college community is no safer than
the average community.
Though universities have been
pressuredtoupgradedormirorysafety
and professionalize their police
forces, off-campus residences ev-'
erywhere are far less secure. Many
lack exterior locks. .
While the crimes go unsolved, a
consensus crysla1lizes among stu-
dents: Thisisnotlhe way college was
supposed to be ...
RESERVE O"ICERS' TRAINING CORPS
MY DEGREEGOTME TIE INTERVIEW:
UMYROTC GOTME TIE JOB.
Thirigs got pretty competitive (or thla job. fm sure
my collego degree and good grades kepi me In the
nuuilng. But In the end II was the leadership and
management experience Igot through Anny ROTC
that won them over.
You cimbegin to develop impreSsive leaderahlp
sldlls with an Anny ROTC elective. Register now
withoul obligation.
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ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COUEGE
COURSE YOU WI TAlE.
1'0 ~IND' ,0U'.l .MORE CON'.lAC'.l
MAJOR JOSEPH CARLSON AT
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cDevitt sounds off
astern Idaho's Congressional candidate banters
ith The U. News
Sean McDevitt. Republican
didate for U.S. Congress, at age
7 is undoubtedly one of the
oungestcandidates for federal of-
lee in the history of Idaho politics.
McDevitt. a fourth genera-
·onIdahoan, was born and raised in
tello where he worked on the
amilyranch. Mtergraduationfrom
ocatello High' School in 1981,
cDevitt was appointed by Sena-
McClure and President Reagan
West Point where he graduated
ith honors. McDevitt served five
years on active duty and was dis-
charged in December 1989 after
serving with the Army's Second
Ranger Battalion in the Panama
invasion.
McDevitt believes the federal
overnment should have a hands-
ff policy in the area of education,
'The best I can do for you as a
ederal representative is to insure
t our state teacbers receive fed-
ral education money with as few
trings attached as possible." He
ent on to say, "We need to make
surethatas many people are afforded
that opportUnity for higher educa-
~'b;tion as possible." However,he did
. "" \~Qt~ul1inespecifi~ me;tSures. he
iwould take to accomplish that goal.
McDevitt believes deficit re-
•duction isihe most important issue
four tiI1le, "While other issues
IlUlYbe a lot more fun to talk about,
the federal deficits is the one that's
going to have the most profound
.. uenceonusiilourgeneration. If
e do not solve it, it may well spell
e destruction of our economy:'
McDevitt said congressional
nding is "out of control". He
lieves the only way to curb gov-
mentspendingiswithabalanced .
udget amendment.
He went on to say that cuts in
ederal spending should begin with
oreign aid, "We do not need togive
apan full and free defense to the
e of one trillion dollars sinee
orld War n. We don't need to
give South Korea 3.5 to 4 billion
dollars a year to subsidize their de-
fense. We don't need to have
350,000 American troops stationed
in West Germany. While they are
able to pour all of their assets into
their economy and beat us on the
economic frnnLnAn absurd ex-
ample of foreign aid is that Iraq got
one billion dollars in food credits
last year:'
He also recommends trim-
ming "fat" in government. Some
examples of wasted expenditures
McDevitt pointed out are; several
thousand dollars granted to study
the effects of Methaneemissioris
from farm animals on the atmo-
sphere, elevator operators in the
capital offiee buildings, and the
National Endowment of the Arts.
McDevitt was very adamant
about the wastefulness of the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts. He
cited the "pornographic"
Maplethorpe exhibit as an example
of wrongful govemmentsupporifor
the arts. He also expressed some
reservations about the existence of
the National Endowment for the
Arts, "I wonder why the government
isin the artbusiness. 'We have a 3.2
trillion dollar deficit. Art usually
has done very well on the law of
supply and demand. If it's good art
it will flourish and the artist will be
rewarded. !fit's bad art, if it's filth,
it will not perpetuate, and it will
di "e.
McDevitt said he is against
any new taxes to reduce the deficit.
Instead, he favors tax cuts like the
president'S proposed cut in the
capital gains tax as will as invest-
ment tax credits. "We need to real-
'. ." .:, ~..• '. c :; : . • ~
ire that the capital gains tax applies
not only to the rich but also to every
one of us who owns a house or a
piece of farm ground. For a lot of
agricultural people the sale of their
farm constitutes their life's work. If
they~veahugechunkofthattaken
away in tax, that strips them of a lot
of their ability to retire with dig-
nity."
McDevitt said the ccnfllctin-
volves more than economic consid-
erations, 'There are economic con-
siderations but we need to stop
Saddam Hussein before he becomes
another Hitler. Hitler's rampage
was unchecked, Saddam Hussein
must be checked. We need to stop
him now and we need to remove his
nuclear weapons capability. Imme-
diately."
McDevitt· characterized his
decision to run for Congress in this
manner, 'There are several prob-
lems that are facing this district and
are facing this state and the nation;
the mounting federal budget defi-
.cit, the locking up of Idaho's wil-
derness, the vulnerability ofldaho's
water. I have decided instead of
complaining, to go out there and do
something about it and take some
strong leadership back toWashing-
ton. ' Idaho needs a Congressman
Who will fight foj' her interests;'
BUSTERS
WANTS
yOU.
Sign UPwith the staff at BUSTERS. We are
looking for enthusiastic people with a good
attitude. If YOU like serving the public. come
in and apply for one of our positions as a
Server. Bartender or Cook.
Flexible hours. Great Pay. and
Great for Students.
Apply in person at
BUSTERS Bar and Grill
1326 Broadway.
Corner of Broadway & Hale.
",...... 01'............................................. H~ YOU! ....·oI'oI'.·oI'oI'.Vol'o.·.·.·oI'oI'.·... ·oI'.·..·.·oI'.·.·
..........................................................h·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·
YOUR STUDENT
IS LOOKING FOR BRIGHT, OUTGOING INDIVIDUALS
FOR THE FOLLOWING PAIDPOSITIONS: .
. .~
. ~ ~JUSTICEPOSITION .:~.;J
.'. .W GRADUATE SENATOR POSITIONS {\;t~
i1tTW?.~ENATOR-AT-LARGE POSITIONS r~;,~ ..
~
~ L~~
Do It For The Gipper
..' /PLUS, VARIOUS INTERESTING COMMITTEE .
~".l! POSITIONS NEED YOUR PARTICIPATION
;,...... . ..~\.~~~:;.~:;;.:-
A &RESHMAN & SOPH~~~:. REAPPLICANTS
.:: .ENCOURAGED ... SO S10P YOUR .
• I WHfNINGANDGET INVOLVED I
...... ' ..
";:PPLY .NOW AT THE STUDENT UNION ANNEX OR CALL 385-1147
,\,
.... ' ..
.{
"£,1
..-_._ ..---_-'..._----_ .._ .._- -._ ...•-_ _--_._-_ .._._--- .--_ .._.---_ _ _-_._-----------------------
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SPORTS
Broncos powerful in Big Sky
. volleyball openers
t
I
l. .
J
]
I
t
• t
}
Assert themselves as force
in stralqhtset victories over
Montana and Montana SI.
)~ .
11
" ,""""/",";i,
", ;", "-
:..... __ ..:.Ph.:.:;o:::to~byBrian Becker
Kristen Dutto spikes the ball against Montana
Thomas' spark belies stature ,
By Wendi McCutchen·
The University News
They say dynamite comes in
small packages. . .in the case of
Heather Wilson; it's a fact Stand-
ing at 5 feet 9 inches she could
hardly be called a, dwarf, but
matched up against fellow BSU
/.•" teammatesWilson'spetitesbUCture
seems overshadowed. However,
when she steps onto the volleyball
court \yilson's defensive plays are
explosive.
~A Washington State native,
Wilson transferred to Boise State
from Rick's College in Rexburg,
where she was an All-American in
"_:, 1988. MajoringinEngineering,the
21-year-old juggles a full class load,
a hectic out-of-town volleyball
schedule amimanages to maintain a
modest social life. At times, it is
cbaoIic, but Wilson says, II Ijust go
wiab the flow. ,. Although she says
she is ticked back, her vibrant
mannerism radiates anything but
serenity • The platinum curls, usu-
()or aiiy pulled backfromher face. flail
endleSsly as she descn"bes her pas- .
sion.for volleyball, ",I've been
: playirlgvoueYball~juniorhigh .
:.andIloveiL VoUeybalbsawe8Ollle
;
Ii
I'
! I
f I
( ,
, .
and exciting!" When asked about .
the low number of student specta-
tors here on campus Wilson had a
few words to say, .. Get out there
and watch the games. It's a thriller!
There are a lot of students out there
who are really missing out ..
With the same look of inten-
sity as the one she displays on the
volleyball court, Wilson describes
the coaching staff quieti) saying, II
I have a lot of respect I· r Coach
Pharmer, Because of I' umer's
own volleyball career, she under-
stands what we're feeling. She
pumps us up when we're feeling
down and feels the excitement we
feel when we have a victory. She's
GREAT."
'Wilson and her teammates
face top seeded Montana in their
fJJ'StBig Sky Conference game this
week. With eyes' on the net and
positioned for play, the starting
outside hitter will be. there for one
reason and one reason only; to Win.
;. ··-.",r,.'.
.~/>:{(:.-' ,
',:l":
By Wendi McCutchen
The University News
Last Friday night, might well go
down in the annals of Big Sky and .
BSU athletics as, THE NIGHT. The
night that is , that the .women's
volleyball team defeated Montana,
the conference preseason favorite
in three straight matches.
The crowded gym was electric,
with a definite buzz in the air, not
unlike the jagged, caffeine-fueled,
over alert restlessness, one gets from
cramming during finals. On the
court was the visiting team. With
several women over six feet, Mon-
tana looked like a forest of giant
redwoods rooted in the floor. Has
Missoula been experimenting with
human growth hormone and ste-
roids? This last impression turned
out to play a part in the game, as
BSU's scrappy, hustling style, of
play overcame slower moving
Montana's height advantage.
The first match was close with
BSU winning 15-13 as both te~s
tried to settle down and play their
respective games. The fun started
in the second match with several
comical antics provided by the
Montana coach. Montana started
the scoring with BSU coming back
using powerful slams and spikes.
¥harra played with such. deter-.
mination and hustle that caused one
to wince from sympathetic pain as
the floor squeaked, not from
sneakers rubbing along the hard-
wood floor, but from her elbows
abrading against the wood, Ybarra
led the game, once again; with II
digs 16 kills and two servmg aces.
The'match went on with volleys
back and forth, in a toe-to-toe slug
fest BSU took the lead with a 5
point run to bring the score to 10-7
and Montana called a timeout The
coach's sttategywas to break BSU's
momentum, but with the fantastic I<ni h
crowd support, his tactic backfired ' Greg n t
and only served to pump up the I-S..:.po_r_ts_E_d_'_or _
Bronco team. BSU continued to
hold momentum through another
Montana time out with BSU 13,
Montana8. Thefmalscorewas 15-
8. ' .'.
In the final match BSU won the
serve and upped the score 3-0 when
Montana coach Dick SCOll (who
obviously lives up to hisgiven name)
caIledanothertimeouL Heprotested
to the officials which generated
much noise from the vocal and
rowdy crowd, with his antics. The
score went to 8-5 when DICK got
violent, threw his book down and
danced a jig while arguing a call.
The John McEnroe of volleyball
was losing his cool with the
unimpressed officials.
BSU continued to play hard,
punishingvoll~y~1 whileMon~a
continued to dink, instead of spike,
at the net, With their height ad-
vantage, this strategy seemed
somewhat foolish. The score went
up to BSU-IO,Montana-12 when
Coach Pharmer called a time-out to
calm her team down. The Bronco
women gathered themselves to-
gether and had the frenzied crowd
on their feet with solid defensive
blocks and rocketing serves. The
match ended in a victory for the
Broncos 15-13. The Grizzlies
Stayed on the floor while. DICK.
flied his formal protest; The protest
was justly denied •. Soon after,
DICK, apparently irate with the
decision, was overheard vehemently
shouting, .. Stupid Son-of-a- B--,..
• Here's a messa~e for you DICK,
next time you vislt our campus, go
graze on our blue astro turfl
Hats off to Coach Pharmer for
Continued on page 17
r
Photoby BrlanB«iter
The University News.
\ .
On what' seemed like to many a
pivotal weekend in Boise State
sports, both the volleyball and foot-
ball teams pulled off important vic-
tories, however, while the Bronco
women smoked two Montana
schools, the gridiron boys trudged
along.
The football team started the game
like a blast from the past compiling
27 fJJ'Sthalf points, but the offense
still lacked any gumption and fell
into a second half rut, A P.H.D.
isn't required to predict the Bronco
offense: Chris Thomas right; Chris
Thomas left; short pass; fullback
off-tackle. A game plan that any
party animal over 'at the End Zone
Bar could surpass. Fortunately for
the- Broncos, Boston University
couldn't hang onto the ball in the
desert air handing BSU's' defense
fumble after fumble. Meanwhile" .
the' defense ~J:leJ;,s~~l.d·,tcams
:dci:lc'eJ riJt~c>me'or iIIe'bCsi'JiiiS~
BSU history. It is surprising that
the BostonU. receivers and kick
returners had the guts to catch the
ball. It seems as if the defense and
offense attend different practices,
with only the predictable offense
attending a Coach HaIl seminar.
Offense needs
fire under butts
Perhaps Coach Hall (and the BSU
offense) should take a short excur-
sion across the parking lot.and at-
tend a practice conducted by head
volleyball coach Darlene Pharmer.
.The defense plays as if it has been
taking lessons from the gym rats,
but the offense needs Ii lesson in
intensity. After one hour of butt
chewing by Pharmer, the Vince
Lombardi of volleyball would ei-
ther have lit a fire under the lacka-
daisical asses of Skip and the boys
.' (the offense) or Idck~ them down
the road in disgust \:
CoachPharIner'siDtetisityreflected
in her players last. weekend as the
women exploded past Montana and
MontariaState. Thevolleyball team
.is a fme example of the.oldlike-
player-like-coach saying ••. as is the
.ineptBSU offense .
. ;'.'.",
.·;·~~;~~::.o:~,~:A"'~:.:.::"'L_.,:. _.. '-'::.' ,._:.,:"~~ : .• -,: ......::..:...-'-.:::.:.--'-.,;.:.:.,~...:.:'.. .:.;:;" ~. .;:.:..:.;.,:;.;;...;"~;;;.,::,..--,'-' ,- ' '
.~;~.,:;.: I. ;~ :>;~,.,/ ..". :.\" ..'c .... ," ',~' ','-';_.:':«';:!-"";. '. ':.,.,"'c':,:.. ,,, ..: ... ,.',;:.:,.:~",;:';".:\.:._- :-::..,; 1'" .;;':-,.,..t.". -'. .."~~,:!c·",;.::~::,~,;:·",;~·;i::..'-~,.'~":c,;:,:'::I,I.-i,';'':::.'.:;~.·;:,~::;-,,:::.,;.:,.~:'.j.. .;~.,\-,:.-;:,:.~.,
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su to face Allen-led 4gers in Calif.
Key to Allen's success rests
in the heart of his players
Head Coach George Allen
the LoDg Beach State 49ers
to host the lxoncos at Vet-
Memorial Stadium in J,.ong
h, CA, at 1:00 p.m, Saturday,
29 in allOn-<:ODf'erencecontest.
Coach Allen, in his rust year
the head of the 4gers,leads them
a multiple set offense and a 4;.3
ense--4 lineman, 3 linebackers
d 4 defensive backs; while the
roneos work a pro set offense--2
iVers-8nd a multiple set de-
The black and gold 4gers re-
only 11 starters, with seven on
fense and four on offense, com-
to a strong Bronoo returning
neup that boasts 20 returning
with ten on offense and ten
n defense. Look for Long Beach
tate's young offense to fall prey to
. hungry Bronco defense in a high
ring road game for BSU.
Seay fits' Coach's model
By G~ Knight
The Umversity News a losing season (14 yrs.), accepted .
the Long Beach position despite
One needs to look no further the school's floundering program
than Long Beach Statewide receiver and dismal attendance numbers:
Mark Seay to' see Head Coach This year the school sold only 1,200
George Allen's' favorite style of season tickets' (up from 369 last
player-one who plays with heart. year), in a city of 419,000. And in
Just practicing was impossible for a deal BSU fans would cherish,
Seay in 1989, but in March of1990 when LBSU played in Boise last
the junior received medical clear- year, 4gersboosters were offered
ance toplay despite thebullet which package deals on the trip for a
remains lodged near his heart. . : paltry SZOQ-onlytwovisitedBoise.
Seay was shot on Oct. 30, Seay's determination and
1988, while protecting his niece solid play (he was the leading re-
from gang gunfire at a children's. ceiver in the 49ersopening game
Halloweenparty,andhisbattleback against Clemson), however, won't
to playing condition pales next to push the 4gers over the .500 mark
the task ahead of Coach Allen. this season, but with a 72-year-old
Allen, the only coach in profes- legend at the helm Long Beach's
sional football history to never have program may be on the upswing.
Greg's college football picks
Games of Saturday, Sept. 29
Overall season record 21-6
Winner.
Boise St.
Nevada
Montana
IdahoSt.
WeberSt.
U.C.L.A.
Notte Dame
Washington
Oregon
24
31
35
28'
35
38
41
27
41
BSU rolls over Boston U. 34-21
1st quarter: Boise State took ad- 4th quarter: The affair finally
yantage of Boston mistakes and turned into a college football when
Jumpedouttoanearly7-Oleadona Boston's All-American wide re-
run by Ch!is Thomas, who later ceiverDarenAltiericaughta3-yard
tacked on hIS second touchdown on touchdown on a 4th down conver-
the gatl!e. ~mas was theBroncos' sion to close within 27-14. On their
only offensive wea~n.. next possession 'Mike Virden con-
2nd quarter: BSU soffenserollednected on an 87-fard touchdown
to a 27-0 lead thanks to 4 fumble pass to Winky White. BSU moved
recovers. by the Br:onco defense. ahead 34-17. When the game
The Temers made life easy for the seemed over Boston struck back on
Bronco offense. ., a 72-yard passto Darrell Felder to
3rd qu~rter: . Boston !Jmverslty narrow the margin to 34-21-the
came alive thanks to a upped pass final score
reception for a touchdown by Brian .
Slaughter, and closed the score to
27-7.
Loser :
Long Beach SL 20
Idaho 17
Eastern Wash: 14
No. Arizona 14
Montana St. ' 21
Wash. St. t'it 28
Purdue 17
Colorado 24
B.Y.U. 38
Volleyball from 16
"",'.'
not losing her cool.: The only thing
. that was "hot" during Montana's
theatrics was the Bronco's sensa-
tional playing.
Pharmer saidmany thanks goto
the scrimmaging team that imper-
sonated the Grizzlies. A good, hard
work out this' past week prepared
the Broncos for the no error game'
against Montana.
After Friday evening's emotion
packed win over Montana,
Pharmer's Phanatics played a bit
flat. butstillcontinued their winning
streak by beating the Montana State
Bobcats in three straight mlitches.
BSU wOn 'the rust match 15-10.
In the second match, the Bronco
women' seemingly gave MSU a
volleyball clinic as they methodi-
cally and with few errors shut-out
the Bobcats 15-0.
The third and final match was no
differentasBSU marched over their
opponents with a 15-4 victory.
Again, congratulations are due the
team andespeciailyCoachPharmer
____ furcontinuing their dominant play
after the draining victory nineteen
hours earlier!Head golf coach Bob
Campbell competes in
Ben .HogaliBoise Open
Strugg'les in 1st and 2nd
rounds
By G~ Knight
The Umversity News A University of Wyoming·
graduate, Campbell (41) qualified
Bob.Campbell·may be per- for the Boise Open asa Rocky
fecdy content as the golf coach at Mountain Section roA qualifier,
Boise State, but he still enjoys and was anxious to once more play
. playing with theprofessionals. Such with the pros. He loves his life iii
was the case last weekend when Idaho and has no desire to give up
Campbell competed in .the Ben his pOsition as BSU's head coach.
HoganBoise Open, at the Hillcrest . Campbell shot an 80 in the
Country Club. . fust round on Friday and followed
After 'Working as an assistant up with a 78 on Saturday, leaving.
~profeSSionahtSevera1 golf Clubs him with a two~y total of 158.
'. iDcluding .'the Jackson Hole' Golf ()nly the top 50 scores and any ties -
. andTeDiiis Oub, and clubs in-Ari-play the fina1round, thus Campbell
zona and Nevada,camPbell' was eouldnot compete. in the S4-hole
. COIlvmcatbY.a student iotry Idaho toomim~t on Sunday. . .
'--;;..;;. ..:..-------..:.-....;....;,..~..:.-..-;..~-...;.+"":o-- .....-' •..life .. Can1pbell.~~verIeft:
'4.\
·..
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CROSSWORD
RNSWER TO
SEPTEMBER
11TH.
ACROSS
1 Meditators
7 Dri nk taken after
a drink
13 Church in Rome
14 Natural environment .
i6 Fonner
17 City in California
18 Gives a bad review
19 Chess pieces
21 Overly proper
person
22 Part of TGIF
23 Kith and -
24 Horse
25 Nuremburg no
27 Detroit athlete
29 Ti cket sal es for
an event
30 Dessert item
32 Defamed
34 Louisville slu!ljer
35 - Vat-sen
36 Propri ety of
behavior
40 Loses wei gilt
44 Man from Mecca
45 The devn
47 Store sign, _"
48 Nod off
49 Ameri can 1eague .
team (abbr.)
50 Part of MPH
51 Patron
53 African capital
55 Take a bride
56 Persist at. as a
point
58 From Lhasa
60 Religious recluse
61 Flatter
62 Condi t ions
63 Cuddle
-:
collegiate crossword
'\.
f" 1HE~~"'_OM~ .~.~~~
f! ~;'l '" ~. If* tN • ~~, t
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" It was absurd. but the painting's eyes seemed :i
~ to follow Bob across the room. .$
;' ~ ....... ,.~ ....... ,.~ ....... ,.~ .....,.~ ....... "
• 0 ~\ ~-
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TO THEGIRL THAT TOOK MY DOG ON SEPTEMBER 12TH
FROM THE TREEOUTSIDE THE BUSINESS BUILDING:'
My dog Is used to being tied up for short periods of time
while I go to dass. She was not neglected or needing
water. We had just been In the river before you had taken
her and also there was water In puddles all around her.
Since you took her she as been neglected however. She
has been sick and taking medication prescribed by a
veterinarian and needs to have follow up examinations
and shots. Her appointment was on last Friday. ,
I understand you thought I wasn't responsible to have a
dog. but don't think that byyour actions you have the right
to judge. I take excellent careof my dog and miss hervery
much. It Is a terrible feeling to 'have something dose to
'<§1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 you taken away. Please hear my plea arid return my
~ puppy to me.
COME ON ••• TAKE THE BA ITI
RDUEilTlSE IN THE
U. NEWS
345-8204
JEFFENRlCO(HOME) 338-$950
UNIVERSITYNEWS 345-8204
MESSAGE(24 HRS.)343-2080
IFANYONE HAS ANY INFORMATION AS TO THE LOCA-
TION 'OF MY DOG PLEASE CALL ME AT ANY OF THE
DOWN
1 Sea mamnal
2 Kitchen device
3 Tenni s match parts
4 Gad's son
5 Highway part
6 Enter furtively
(2 wds.)
7 Station
8 Dutch pa inter
g Former pro league
10 Nitwit
11 Rome. The - City
12 Show joy
13 Moving like a
horse
15 Having a label
20 Toupee
26 Important person
27 - Andronicus
28 Ascended
29 "Trivial Pursuit"
edition
31 Feather's partner
33 Lou's partner
36 Vienna's river
37 Schoolroom need
38 Short. sleeveless
garment
39 Becomes due. as a
note
40 Rutgers I ri ver
41 Balance sheet
section
42 Lift up
43 Peaceful
46 Metric -
52 Hindu deity
53 - board
54 - order
55 Whip mark
57 - part.
59 Ralph Kramden' s
vehicle
Last week, Mercury, Saturn and Neptune all returned to III SCORPIO (October 24-November 21). Spending
t direct motion, which indicateS an acceleration of forward _. money to make an impression on a new love interest isa short-
mentum in your tasks at hand. You feel the loosening of the sighted move. A longtime friend is much more loyal and true. Visit
JaneIarY energies in the general flow of things. Time may actually the local gathering spot on Wednesday, where you can meet fine
to speed up; c:ertainly problems will be easier to understand and' friends, hear fine talk and be introduced to someone whose reputation
Ive. Also the sun has gone into libra, which helps with interpersonal has already reached you. Don't believe too much in rumors on
'ooships; . . Thursday. Letting the weekend go by while you hang out at home is a
. ,'TfteSagiU3rian moon on Monday and Tuesday is adventurous possibility; plenty of action comes yOID'way, anyway. The forward
enthusiastic; sPorts competitions are hot On Wednesday:there is motion of several planets brings new friends - not all wiD become true
ews thatwiU renew your respect for the forces of nature. Conserva- mends but you 'U enjoy the experience of meeting many kinds of
've CBpricomoontinuCs to dominate matters on Thursday,but with an people.
aginative twist; you hear about entrepreneurial successes. H your ~ SAGI1TARiuS (November 22-December 21).
eekend plans weie to be alone, forget it Get together with a group r When the moon's in your sign, as it clearly is early in the
d do something offbeat. .AOII'UIU,Week, it's easier to express your feelings. You canenjoy a
'ARIES (March 21-ApriI19). Most of the week is ·good argument with a friend Tuesday. On Wednesdayyou get'U" devoted to making progress in assigned tasks. This is a good cogent criticism from a teacher who has your best interests at heart
11111 chanceto catch up; all your teachers are available for appoint- Don't shop on Thursday. Research skills are at a peak now. Some
ments if you need some personal attention. A fellow book slave " obligations conflict with yOID'individual direction; you wish for more
catches your eye this week and romance could ensue. The Libra sun is time to mull over some thoughts on yOID'mind. On Friday, friends
yOID'cue to hunt for companionship. The best research day is Wednes- could talk you into a prank you would never have thought of alone.
day. By Friday, try to have in-depth work out of the way so you can There is much to be learned from others Saturday.
take some much needed recreation time. Someone zany and unpredict- " • CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19). Dig intO
able makes a big impression on you this weekend and might be the JO books through Wednesday. 'When the moon enters your sign
friend you've been looking for. CI.IICDftI Wednesday you're able 10 entertain with your quick, dry wit.
V TAURUS (April 2Q-May 20). Maybe there's a way to The Capricorn perspective is very special; gi'(e the thoughts of others
U get your point across Monday without offending those around your own special twist Great bargains are available on Friday. Most
'AUIIU. you; but if not, you still have to say what's on your mind about 'new professors are just fine, but one stands out as special this term.
household problems. Bright ideas spring up between you and a partner You could find friendship with someone whose maturity you admire.
on Wednesday. Don't pay attention to rumors this week, especially on Saturday has elements of passion. Avoid borrowing money this
Thursday. On Friday a teacher might give you unexpected assignments weekend. Next Sunday is the best day for having friends over, though
or a quiz. The most enjoyable times Saturday can be when you're people you like may not mix well with each other.
cleaning your car or closet _ it's shtisfaction you seek, not thrills. 11M. AQUARiuS (January 20-February 18). Old friends
Don't argue money with yOID'roommate, date or lover on Sunday. A 'IW are in your classes this term, which you thoroughly enjoy. You
generous parent migbtsend a care package this weekend. ' AQU.IUU. run into more friends as you walk from place to place; before RAISE A THOUSAND
)(
GEMINI (May 21-June 21). The people you meet you know it, you've joined a new club or cause. Get plenty of sleep
, 'Monday could include someone who will be a serious love. and studying in on Wednesday and Thursday. It's much easier to frod ~Ne tuAndraWlser
E
thE8t~8
. Dlnll. Avoid arguments with a roommate or good friend on Tuesday. what you want at the library tJiis week; retrograde Mercury made it
A Capricorn moon Wednesday through Friday afternoon wams you to difficult to put your fmger on a given piece of information. As the wortdng on 1800 cam-
be responsible with money. Surprise expenses canbe covered easily if weekend approaches, you get all the invitations you need. A date puses. Your campus
you are practical. By Frid3y, there's a good chance you'll feel like Friday with a real intellectual is a breath offresh air. Call home on group can earn up to$1000 in just one week.
taking whatever's left in your wallet and blowing it on a good time. Sunday. ,No investment needed.
Mars and the moon are in harmony Saturday - take a ride, go to the 'l PISCES (February 19-March 20). You can't getaway Be first on your campUs.
country, or at least a park, with a friend. You're getting enough Tt' with anything this week, so plan to follow all the rules. Work A FREEgiftjust forcalling.
exercise but are you eating right? .IICII that is returned on Monday or Tuesday has very important call Now '
'-'8 CANCER (JUNE 22-J uly 22). Assignments are piled comments on it You can identify problem areas and fix them if you 1 • 8 0 0 • 7 6 5 • 8 4 7 2
Q;1 high by Wednesday. Just remain calm and set up an organized take the advice of perceptive teachers. On Wednesday, youget a '- \ I=vtAn
ClNCIII hed I f d th . k' . A I . . h call e. 'e.' d Thursda . th rf ial . ,,-:r--sc u e 0 stu y, en sue to It. new ove interest soon surpnse pone rrom a men . y IS e pe ect SOC) time.
knocks on your door. Meanwhile, it's still important to'keep a steady Find a few minutes to join the gang for coffee, or take part in a study ...
pace with all scboolwork, especially detailed reading such as history. group. Wbile everyone else is partying Friday, you may be snoring - Largest Ubraty of Infl1rmal/on In U.S. -
On Thursday orFriday you might be called to rescue a friend from a and that's exactly the right idea. Pisces nesd more rest than some BII subjBcts
sticky situation. Everyone's planning a party this weekend, but it's best signs, so never try 10 keep up with full-tilt friends. Order Catalog Today withV1salMC or COD
for you to avoid alcohol while the moon is in Aquarius through next (C) 1990 Tribune Media Services, INC. IEIIiiIDIIll... .-361-0222
Sunday. You're really better off if you work instead. ,..- .J I~ InCIIII.(213)477-8226Or. rush $2.00 to: Resean:lllnfonilatlon
cI\
LEO (July 23-August 22). The urge to goof off, 113221dahOAw. ROO-A,l.osAngeles, CA90025
however creatively, should be kept in check through Wednes-
LEO '1 ood' fl . thday. Friends are not necessan Y a g 10 uence 10 ese '
maners, so avoid those freedom-loving souls who tempt you to take off .'
for parts unknown when you should be in class. The chance to move
might come up Wednesday. The best day for job hunting if Thursday.
Dates are great this weekend, but they're likely to be late Friday, and
on Saturday they have their own ideas about what the two of you
should do. These days, you're attracting people who are as opinionated
as you. ,
"" VIRGO (August 23-Seplember 22). Homesickness
nr might strike Monday. Write or call home, because they miss
UlftOO you too. On Tuesday a jealous female's remarks should be a
clue to the outstanding impression you're making. Your fl~ghts of
fancy are interrupted Wednesday by the real life needs of a friend.. You
feel the pace pick up as the planets go direct; in your case, creativity
runs very high and you're full of good humor; This weekend you're
likely to help host social activilies, spending time selting up or cleaning
up for events sponsored by your organization. Sludy time, neverthe-
less, should be found before Sunday.
. . LIBRA (September 23-0cwber 23). An enjoyable
.I'. new time comes with your birthday month. Go shopping ,=Wednesday and study at home Thursday. On Friday part of you
. wants 10 stay home and' go to bed early, while part of you wants
10 dress up crazy and stay out late. Saturday brings strong creative
feelings; write a poem or go dancing,but don't take to the rOild,
especially on a motorcycle. You've been tempted 19 feel a little envy
lately, and it's time to get in toilch with deeper values. Someone
delightful, new and daring is your companion for Saturday. A repair at
horne, probably to the plwnbing, will be needed on Sunday.
Flotsam & Jetsam
FOR TilE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER '24TfI
By Joyce Jillson
WJUITED.
Ad Designers
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESQAYg
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AUTOS FOR SALE
seIzed cars, trucks, boats, 4
wheelers, motorhomes by FBI
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext cr 1767
HOMES FOR SALE OR BUS~
NESS OPPORTUNITIES
Repossessed VA & HUD homes
available from the ~vemment .."
starting from $1 without credit
chedd You repair. Also tax
delinquent foreclosures. Call 1- .
805-682-7555 ext. H-2151 for
repo list In your area.
HELP WANTED or mAVE
Christmas, Spring break, Su
mer TRAVEL FREE. Air Couri
ers needed and cruises hlp jobs
Call 1-805-682-7555 ext. F
1434.
.Maverlk-Allshlfts available
Contact Kathyor Jean 344-6131
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$'.51.
Earn up to $1000 In one week
for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
, No Investment needed.
can 1·SQO-93Z-G52SF.:d. 50
EARN
EXTRA~CA$H
.WIlHntE.PUSHOFAPII.:
Put up PQsteis wIth'application fonnsb~~4;·::.~·
i$2Ilr,~i'esp0ns8;JI'SIhat 1t8SY~"" ••••'.
,·:·':;It.I'*tti:7s;'
..... \
.....
.....'
The University News
Telephones continued
from page 1 .
...September 24, 1990
But costs have been cir- dark streets co~tinued from page 1
cumvented at other universities. Sgt Saylor also said tha~
Idaho State University signed Ii those lightson the north side "are of
cations. contract with U.S.Westmaking all low intensity _ frosted globes of a
Two different types. of pay phones on campus public. The decorative nature."
phoneshavebeentriedinaneffort universityhadtoagreenottoallow .. Now Harris, 19; is having·
. to select a good model. One was a other phone vendors on campus for . problems with Rettig's insurance
solar powered cellular telephone in a three-year period. company. ''They don't want to pay
.the quad area between the Business Maloney says the coin for my medical bills" Harris said,
and Library buildings. "Ittookabou] phone issue will be addressed at an "because the police didn't cite the
eight minutes to connect with the October I, 1990 meeting of the driver. It's just a big hassle," she
BSU answering service, when we University's Security Task Force. said.
, tried it out,"said Sheriffs Deputy Maloney is spearheading the group, Additionally, Harris said
Keith Borah. It was soon removed. which is developing a comprehen- she is having vision problems and
The other model is still in sive plan to deal with safety issues 'doctors fear she may have damaged
place near the amphitheater and on campus. When the task force the optic nerve in her eye when her
works well. BOrahsays, "This phone first met in May 1990, they identi- head struck the pavement.
is good because all a person has to fied several areas, that needed ac-, BSU student Roxanne
do is open the box, push a button, tion. These include communica- Jensen witnessed the accident She
and instantly is connected with a tiO?S, residence hall security, edu- said, "There is no excuse for poor
police dispatcher." The only prob- caung thecampuscommurnty about lighting! The University has an
lern was that the blue light on top of safety issues and lighting. obligation to make all areas safe!"
h~s~~s~y~h~' M~o~yhasrerom- ---------------------------------~
installed. mended that a Department of Cam-
The problem with the pus Safety and Security be estab- Pornography continued
emergency aid stations is they have lished. This department would be from page 1
not been approved forin the current the chief coordinating office and regard to depictions of sexual con- times 'as a prosecutor. And it hap- saulted with a pop bottle or a flash-
budget That means we won't see would formulate programs for the tent or activity). Taken as a whole; pens right here in River City. light
them around for a while. ''The task force's approval. From this it lacks serious literary, artistic, "Weare not unique in going after "Pornography victimizes a
earliest we could even ask an archi- ' t fi id Ipom a ive year campus-wr ep an political or scientific value. adult pornography" he said "It's woman, makes her an object, not a
'.1- -.• teet to draw up plans ~ould prob- would be drawn to state and moni- Skaug added that no such charges been successfully prosec uted human being," he said. "That's no
ably be June 30, 1991," McGinnis tor goals. must be proved in child pornogra- throughout the country-Atlanta relationship; that's not what love is
said, "After that we would prob- Maloney insists, "It is' phy; it is a felony to possess it and Cincinnati, for example. about,"
ably install six phones right away critical that we get an institutional Attorney David Nevin, who has They're cleaning up their cities and The worst example is the "snuff'
and they would go along the commitment to public safety and defended local clients in obscenity lowering their crime rates," films, said Nielson, in which at the
Greenbelt," he said. security on this campus," andrelatedcases.feels that "human Attorney Gordon Nielson worked point of climax the man shoots the
In the interim, the only way Until that happens, stu- beings ought to have broad lati- in the Idaho Attorney General's woman or child. "You can't say
to provide more phone service out- d ts lik Sh d H ' h Id 'en 1 e a ra arrls s ou tudes in what they have access _Jillilll1§E[ili§E[iliilll1§E[iliTIkIiBill that's not going to affect some-
side is with coin phones. make sure that they don't get h'it by to. There's no question there are r- body."
Maloney says the Univer- a car in an unlit crosswalk. Addi- costs associated with things we "Thosemovies treat a Detective Ken Smith'of the
sity will look into providing more tionally If'cthersplanto gethurtor woman worsethen a, do and we have to bear those Ada County Sheriffs Depart-
Pay telephones, "if it is going to assa lted the sho Id ake s re it ' d Id t t 'u , y u m u 1 • costs. Lots of people are killed og wou rea an- mentnoticedanincreaseofchild
take a long time to install the aid hap s i front of 0 of the threepen In ne in automobiles, but we're not other dog. vou don''t pornography in the molestation
stations, and if the costs of addi- h th te f T Ipayp onesnear ecen ro cam- going to outlaw automobiles," urlnore ln someone's cases, but it is difficult to trace
tional pay phones are exorbitant," pus-----------...:...-.---"""'7""----- Skaug denied that obscenity. face' and call that ex- to the source •........ ,
..... isafreedomofspeechissue. "A, Add to that the new technol-
lot of people have been duped citing." ogy of video cameras and
by the ACLU into believing that equipment Now the detectives have
obscenity is protected by the U.S. office when a Garden City book- begun to find homemade child por-
Constitution," he said. Obscenity store was successfully prosecuted. nography on video cassettes, ac-
has never been protected, any more He remains an outspoken advocate 'cording to Smith.
than libelorslanderoryeldng 'fire!' against obscenity. "The molesters will use Playboy
in a crowded theater," Headded that 75percentofthepublic or Penthouse to show nude or semi-
The Attorney General's ,1986 re- don't know what obscenity is. Or nude pictures to children and break
port does not comprise the entirety what the "bookstores" are like. down their resistance, said Smith.
Of Skaug's evidence, but also Nielson went in with a chemist and Then, to get a child to go further, an
"multiple studies connecting sexual scraped semen samples off the floors explicit adult magazine or movie
crimes with pornography," plus the and walls of one of them. "The may be used.
cases he has prosecuted himself. judge in the case called them mas- He added that a number of rapes,
Skaug has handled cases where turbation parlors, posing as adult abuse and molestations go unre-
older children victimize younger bookstores," he said. ported, and the circumstances sur-
children after watching a parent's Nielson's had numerous divorce . roundingpornography'suseinthose
or friend's pornographic video--or cases wher~ pornography is the in- cases is unknown.
cable channel. Irifact,theChildren's stigating factor. "Those movies Nielson agreed that rape, includ-
Legal Foundation, which assists . treat a woman worse than a dog ing date rape, is often caused by the
prosecutors across the country, would treat another dog. You don '.1 :image portrayed in pornography-
found that children age 12-17 are urinate in someone's face and call 'that "obviously she wants this" and
the largest consumers of pornogra- that exciting." that "no really means yes."
phy, according to Skaug, Wives are expected to perform Smith added that pornography
"As you think is how you will humiliating and degrading acts. "He is a community standard law. "Is
act." said Skaug. "Sooner or later a comes home and says, OK, you're what they're selling, beyond the
person involved in -pornography supposed to do these things and community standards? Go down
may reach out and vicimize some- enjoy it," .He told of wives being .and look," '
one. It's a pattern I've seen several beaten with whips, or sexuall~ as-
crime continued from page 1
Suchthings as requiring student
identification and textbook codes
have helped reduce the amount of
profitable book theft However, it is
not wise to leave texts
unattended.
By the
same token it is
not advisable to
leave bikes un-
locked. . Ulti-
mately it is up to
the student to use
a significant locking device.
Aggressive' assault and
. officer assault are rare. "These are
such things as resisting arrest and
have not been excessively violent,"
said StitlSworth.
He also acknowledges in-
cidences of indecent exposure and
vandalism. He said these are down
due to increased security patrols by
officers of the law,
port a rape it is important to do so
within 48 hours in order to be able
to "collect the necessary evidence,"
said Stiusworth, "But, a person may
report a rape at
any time."
A ma-
jor aspect of the "Unlocked bikes or
crime scene is unsupervised text-
thefL Contained books are taken
within this title simply because it is
"are, "bicycle and easy."book theft," he L..:...::..:.:.!-:- ....J
said; "which are more often than
not crimes of convenience."
Stittsworth said, "Un-
locked bikes or unsupervised text
books are taken simply because it is
easy,"
,Altbough there have been
~. efforts on the part ofBSU and cam-
" pussecurity, theft has not dropped
a significant, amount However
steps are being taken to reduce it ....
!
Next Week: Pornography's Victims
These suggestions come from The Greenpeace Guide to Paper. Some of process available at present to produce the very pure form of cellulose
these may seem repetitive, but there is a reason.' Read on... necessary to make cellophane without using large amounts of environ-
MORE PAPER PRODUCTS TO AVOID: COFFEE FILTERS: If mentally-damaging chlorine. Cellophane bags also tear easily and can
your coffee machine supports the use of a gold filter, use this non- therefore only be reused a limited number of times. ENVELOPES: Don't
disposable type rather that an endless stream of paper filters. Reusable use window envelopes, unless you are sure that the window is make of
cotton filters are also available. KITCHEN TOWELS: Don't use paper com starch or some other natural and biodegradable material, and don't
kitchen towels, not even in an unbleached form. Cloth towels cari be used use envelopes containing synthetic glue. e.g. self-adhesive envelops.
instead, PAPER CUPS AND PLATES: These paper products are coated Plastic windows and synthetic glue upset the recycling process. DIS-
with wax or plastic to make them Impervious to water and are therefore no POSABLE PANTIES AND SOCKS: The ultimate disposable paper
longer bio-degradable. They cause the same disposalproblem as non- product Don't buy them! PAPER TOILET SEAT COVERS: An·
CFC-foamed Styrofoam cups and plates. The only true solution is reusable other unnecessary product of ~ society obsessed with hygiene •.PAPER'
. china. enamel, tin or sturdy reusable plastic. PAPER PLACEMATES: TISSUES: Cloth handkerchiefs are the better altemative. WRAPPING
Don't use them, and complain at your restaurant if you see them-on your PAPER FOR PRESENTS: The more fancy the paper, the more,
, ·iable. They ,are an unnecessary waste and are never recycled. CELLO- . environmental', imPact" its production"' will have had.·, ,.Buy, simple;
.·I.'J:I~N,E.BAGS: These are made from cellulose fillers, but there is' no;" unbleached and uncoated wrapping paper, and reuse.fout\Vi:aWing;'
• j~': I' .:i i-I - J' -.r . j f -,', ,
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